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COLLISION
President Had a Close Call
Near New Orleans.
4,
MAGNOLIA, HIS STEAMER,
HIT BY FRUIT CRAFT.
Had to Change Vessels, but Relief
Was Prompt and He Continued
His Trip.
NOW IN THE GULF ON
HIS WAY TO WASHINGTON.
.o•
New Orleans, Oct. 27.—After a nar
row escape from losing his life in an
early morning collision in which the
lighthouse tender Magnolia, on which
he ems traveling, was so much dam-
aged by cohesion with a fruit etcamer
thet'he had to abandon her, President
Roosevelt was transferred ir safety
to the lighthotoe tender Ivy, which
carried him down the Mississippi to
the armored cruiser Weet
Neither the president nor arty mem-
ber of his party was injured in the ac-
cident.
betels of the accident are not corn.
plete, but immediately after it occur-
red hurry orders were received at
•Pilottown, where the lighthouse ten-
der Ivy was lying, to proceed at once
ender full lead, to the scene and take
the presides and his part yto ma.
The Ivy passed Pilottown with the
president on hoard at 8:t5 this morn-
her on her way to ths West Virginia,
and arrived at Port tads, at the
mouth of the river, at 9 o'clock! Ten
77On-cites later she passed out into the
gulf. At 9:4o she reached the West
Virginia, the president and party
boarded the vessel and the crueler
got underway.
First News of Accident.
The tilkst Elle:ws of the accident
reached New Orleans by telephone at
an early hour. this morning, comities
in the shape of an appeal for help
from Capt. Rose, of the tinned Fruit
company's steamer &parts, which
was the tsetse] reported irt collision
isAth the Magnolia. Capit
 
Rose gave
no details except that t boats bad
struck each other, that president
was uninjured and that the Esparta
might nave so tali* him on board and
carry him to the mouth of the river.
The message came from Naira, IA,
near which point the accident occur-
red.
The Magnolia left here at 6:30
last night, and the Esparta was due
to arrive today At , Chalmette. The
weather was fine, with comparatively
Tittle wind on the river. In law re-
port Capt. Rose loose no details of
the accident, but said that the Mag-
Male was ashore. Immediately upon
the receipt of the news, communica-
tion was opened with tag owners
here, and two powerful tugs, R. Wil-
mot and B. D. Wood, left New Or-
leans shortly. after 4 o'clock this morn
ing with orders to go at fell speed to
the scene of the accident.
Meanwhile, however, the president's
party had managed to get in com-
ntunication with the lower part of the
river, where it was known that the
lighthouse tender Ivy esos brim. At
t at/trek the operator at Pilottown
was rung tn3 by Major Craighill with
orders that the Ivy should be sent
to Sixty Mile poirg with all possible
speed. The Ivy got immediately un-
der way and covered the forty miles
distance in rapid time.
Transfer -Completed.
President RooltevelO Secretary
I.oeb and SUtigeoh Riley, with their
baggage, wee - at once transferred
and the Ivy proeseeded down the river
At 8:15 the Ivy palmed Piliattown on
her return, ;iontatino that the presi-
dent and part* were .onCboartf -and
that all were well!. •
The cruiser West Virginia was ly-
ing a mile and a half off the pasees
and the Ivy reached her side-at 9.:40
the president and his party , going
aboard inwnediately.
At 9 o'clotk the Toy, with the pres-
idential party, reached Port,Datts with
President Roosevelt and his party on
deck. The cutter did not stop, but im
mediately passed out into the golf.
'The West V ghi.ia was lit plain giggle
'The cutter quickly covered the dist-
ance separating the two rends, and
at The Ivy approached a presidential
(elute sounded feint the wartthlp: The'
work of transfer after the Ivy reach-
ed the big ship's side was a matter
of hut a few usermento the weather
beimg fine and clear, with little sea
Vanning. At 9:40 the prelident step-
ped on board the West Virginia safe
end sound after his strenuous, exper-
ience here and on hitsjeip dowe the
rieffiri the West-VW nil Nat "Wird
started on her journey up the coast.
her anchors and before icoo'clock had I KNocKED
 IN
 HEAD
Cause of Collision.
It was later learned- that the col-
lision was the 'result of a misunder-
standing of the signals. Both boats
were running close to the river Garth
The Esparta was but slightly dam-
aged. The rail and port bow of the
Magnolia was damaged and two
three holes were made in the hull
low the water line. The Mag
immediately on being struck
be-ached, her bow being high and &y.
After a carefut examination of the
chamage to the vessel, it was evident
that there was no danger, and
president and his party went to
Maj. Graiohilf of the United St
engineers, was aboard the Magnolia-
A boat was iminediately put off for
the nearest telephone, about a inik
and a half. and orders given to bead
the Ivy off at Pilot Station and have
:her return for the president and he
party. The transfer was made at 3
o'clock this morning
HONORS WON
TWO PADUCAH LADIES CAP-
TURED OFFICES IN THE
K. D. of C.
Mrs. Roy McKinney Named Prasi-
' 'dent and Dr. Murrell Corre-
sponding Secretary.
6 It is gratifying to all western Ken-
tucky in generals and Paducah in es-
pecial, to karn that yesterday at the
meeting of the Kentucky Daughters
of the Confederacy, in 'Bowling
Green, this, city succeeded in captur-
ing two of the most impotant offices
for the state organization, that of
president. Mich- went to Mrs. Roy
W. likKinney, and corresponding
secretary, which was taken by Mrs.
Dr, David G. Morrell, both of here.
These officks are more important
Stag any others and all- Paducah
awaits return of the local delegation
to cover them with profuse congratu-
lations.
The meeting is one of the tamest
ever holrd. chapters
 front all over Ken- , the time the patrolmen got there theytuclry sing represented by large and found nothing was going on except
I
conducting, an interesting and ins- and noisy jag on. Friends of his very
enthusiastic delegations, who are 'some man had a big, well developed
portant merino. Yesterday when the
question of electing officers was
taken up there was nominated Mrs.
jinn. P. Tam-in. of Goviington, Ky.,
Mire. Katie Framan of Gtient, and
Mrs. McKiinney, of this city. On the
first call it was seen that the Ped ti-
cab lady bad a majority of voteS.
If& Tarvin then withdrew her nape
And moved the election of Mrs. Mc-
Kinney be Made unanimous, while
Mks. Friesian also withdrew and see-
seeded Mrs. Tarvin's motion, which
unanimously carried. The ether offi-
cers were then elected as follows:
First eke-president, Mks. J. P. Tur-
vin.
Second viee-president, Mrs. E. B.
Roberts, of -Bardstown.
C.orresponding secretary, ..Mks.
vid Murrell., Paducah
i Recording secretary, Mrs.
goes
-re-elected.
' 'Treasurer. Mrs. Aerie Bell H
Mimi* th town. •
,I Hislorian, Mlor. S. A.. E
lifopkinsvilk, re-elected.
Rtettioll'er, Mks Nellie
Frankfort.
Mitts Cable Fesiman, of Ghent,
made the first chaplain, and
Charles a:meter, of Bowling Gee"
Vice chaplain.
l'he Paducah delegation is ex
ed home this evening. Mrs. M
ney is the wife of Mr. Roy Mc
ney, of the PedIncair Vinerree works,
and han been il most important work-
:et few the Confederacy, being promi-
Inently ednnectekt svith the local chap-
'ter, whilit lihe organized the Alexia-
!4r Fat% chapter, Children of the
Cotifederacy, of here, and named
learne for her late father, De. Alexan-
der Faris, the well known ee-Confedi
erate, who died several nuinths ago
at his bone in Hickman, Ky.
JIM CRAWFORD CLAIMS JOHN
WOOD SOAKED HIM
SEVERAL.
Washington Stone and Geo. Thomas,
Colored, Charged Wits Stealing
Rig of Frartk Davis.
James Crawford, colored, ye-sterdly
procured a warrant against John
Wood, colored, charging the latter
with striking him across the head
with a club in the morning. Craw-
ford was out on the circus grounds
picking up wood and other things,
while his boy, gathered together
same bottles which they piled up.
Wood started to take the bottles and
the two dorkies got into a Cuss, when
Crawford was knocked across the
head, downed and therm jumped on by
the other, who succeeded in com-
pletely closing his eye with a stiff
punch.
Alleged Horse` Thieves.
Yesterday morning early George
Thon 
and Washington Stone, col-
cred,Pent to Isernan Brothers' wag-
on yard at Second and Washington
streets and hitched up the hchse.and
buggy of Frank Davis, colored, and
left with it. The proeltietors thought
they had been sent for the rig, until
the appearance of Davis, when it was
discovered the two had no authority
te get the outfit. The Messrs. Iseman
jumped into their 6wn buggy and
overtook Thomas and Stone about
'five Miles from the city on the Cairo
pike. They took the outfit from the
two darkies who were also brought to
town and turned over to the police,
who placed them in jail. The darkies
all reside down about LaCenter, and
Thomas and Stone are charged with
horse stealing.
Cox,'
Da-
na
'WM
• • Bennett Yettrig Chosen.
' WOrd from Pewee, Valley yesterday
showed that Gen.' Bennett HI. Young
oves again elected comMander of Ken-
tucky Confederacy for the fifth cori-
secutive time. Dr. D. G. Murrell
.was the delegate from the James T.
Virlalbert camp of Paducah, bat press
ing businese prevented him; from at-
tending. There were 300 veterans at
the meeting tint was hekl by dele-
gates from over this state. to , 'aim
officira, and during the session it was
decided to hereafter bold the annual
• •etsnions at different cities over Ken-
tucky, and not confine the point of
assembly at the Confederate home at
Pasvre Valley.
Dr. Wind Mastot and family, of-Ha-
zel, Ky., are Itig Mr. Dick Su
eirband hnd
Not Trouble, but Drunk.
Last night about 9:30 o'clock Act-
ing Captain Tom Potter received a
telephone message to send' officers
quickly to Seventh and Trimble
*melt, as trouble was going on. By
wieldy took him away and he cot*,
oat be found and arrested.
Sheriff Here.
Sheriff Edwards, of Paris, Tenn.,
arrived here last night at 8 o'clock
over the N., C. & St. L. railroad, and
is on business.
DID NOT MEET
DIRECTORATE MEETING FOR
Y. M. C. A. GOES OVER TO
MONDAY.
Bible Class Holds Sunday Afternoon
Study Tomorrow—Rooms Filled
With Crowds Nightly.
Lost evening the board of &rectors
for the Young Men's Christian asso-
ciation intended holding a meeting at
their headquarters, but business de-
manding the attention of nearly all
of them elsewhere, thesowere unable
to be present, and the anticipated
gathering postponed trtoil next Wed-
nesday evening, at which time the
leveral important queslions pending
will be ta' en up and discussed.
Bible Class. \
..Tomorrow aftertu-son at 3 o'clock
Sturday meeting of the Bible close
be held at the association par-
lors, finder direction of General, Sec-
retary Blake Godfrey, who has sitico
ceedted in ',busing deep interest and
enthusiasm to the cetera that an un-
meetly large class has been amassed
and entered interestingly upon their
studies of the good book. The class
thought for a white it would have
some lawyer to be present and point
out the important legal points in the
"Trial of Christ," hut have dispcneeti
'with this idea.
Building Popular.
Since the cool nights have come
along the association building grows
in popularity and every evening finds
a large crowd of young people there
taking advantafie of the malty enter-
taining and 'beneficial features which
are daily being added to and ino
preyed onidert the progre's'sive and
ergetic managetnient of Secretary
Godfrey, who is one of the most en-
thusiastic officials ever in charge of
the imititutiori.
JuklIge J. C.T Courtney, of Me trcspo-
wee here yes$erday.
CHIEF DISPATCHER
ALLAN JORGENSON IS HERE
FROM EVANSVILLE ON
BUSINESS.to
Roadie...aster Thompson Has Joined
I. C. General Inspection Tra:n
—Colored Railroader Died.
Chief Diepatcher Allan Jorgenson,
of the Evansville district for the Ilk-
isois Central railroad, arrived, here
yesterday morning and expects to go
back this morsing.
When Mr. Jorgenson was transfer-
red Atom's/se Paducah office to the
Evansville district, he left his house-
hold furniture stored here and now
conies back after them preparatory to
going to housekeeping at Evansville.
He is accompanied by his daughter,
Miss Suzanne Jorgenson.
Aboard Inspection train.
Road:matter F. L. Tho -6, of the
Louisville division, has joined the in-
spection train that left Chicago sev-
eral days ago, filled with division su-
perintendents, roadmasters and other
high officials, for the purpose of mak-
ing the animal tour of inspection over
the entire division to see how things
have peogressed during the past year.
It will be some time the last of Dela
week or first of ensuing week before
they get to this\city.
.11...•••••••
itetion Hand Died.
'Yesterday morning at 4 o'clock
James Wallace, colored, died at the
Illinois Central railroad hospital, ot-
ter an illness with tuberculosis. The
deceased was thirty years of age and
had beets employed around -here as a
section hand on the road. He bad
been in the hospital only two -weeks.
The rernaihS were interred by the un-
dertaker in the county cemietery.
CAMPAIGNING.
Nominees for Offices Holding Many
Matitirma at Present.
A meetiag was held last eveniog by
the nonAipeo of. the Democratic par-)
ty for elty and county offiees, and
they isutlibed mach i their "impairi
work that will pe prosecuted between
now and election day, which occurs
one week from nett Tuesday. The
gathering was held at thlf bffice of a
city official.
Yesterday morning the- candidates
for county offices held a ineetilig and
talked neee their plane.
THE GRIDIRON
HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALLISTS
GOES TO METROPOLIS
TODAY.
Supt. Lief) Held Meeting With Prin-
cipals Yesterday—Commercial
Course for Schools.
This ntornino at it o'clock there
leaves fcc Metropolis on the steamer
George Cowling, the members of t
foodial team comprised of pupils of
the 'high !school here, they goingdown there where this afternoon a
game will be played with the foot-
ball boys of that city. The local boys
will be accompanied by Professor
Payne and other teachers and friends,
of whom will return this evening on
the steamer Dick Fowler:
The local boys have been in con-
stant epractice since the schools
opened lust month for winter, and
fee? that they are now in trim suffi-
cient to tneet all competitors in then
clans , They comprise the best and
sprightliest athletes of the Wishing-
ton building, and their line-up is as
folikswe:')Ieth Reeder or Tate Collins,
left end; Will Bell, left tackle: Mc-
Chesney, left guard; Clarence Virgin,
coach; Brent Janes or Reeder, right
guard; ;hock Holliday, right tackle:Salem Cope, right end; Hoe Tacker,
eight half; Captain Fefix, St. John,
left half: Robert Guthrie substitute.
This is the first game of the season
by the 'Partetea'h boys; and they expect
to cone back tonight covered with
honor and glory. One of het sum-
mer's games doarn there, however re-
stivdt quite disastrously to the local
howl. rolhw bones were broken
and other injuries out-stained by: about
four of them.
Principals' Meeting.
Yesterday afternoon following -the
school hours, Sept. Lieb held his
weekly meeting with the principols
of the city, and they talked over their
work of the :week, closing, end pre-
pared for that of next week, which is
aOneadly outlined, they planning al-
ways one month ahead of time for
what is to be done the following four
weeks.
•••••••••.•••M•10
Commercial Course.
Some of the school trustees believe
a ersownercial course should be added
to the public schools, and will prob-
ably take up their question right after
the first ot next year. It woukb be
saeless to !take it up now, because
there wil4 more than likely be some
new trustee chosen cheiog the corn-ing election, and until the new board
is reooganized, the question will not
be agitated. as they- will be the ones
to determine came.
VISITORS COMING
Knights of Columbus Lodge
To Be Established.
WILL BE MADE SOCIAL
EVENT OF INTEREST.
A Strictly Catholic Otder With Fra-
ternal, Social and Insurance
Features.,
Book Man Here.
Mks C. Calkins left the city yester- VISITING DELEGATES TOday after visiting the public schools BE BANQUETED.the day before. He represents the
book concern of Ginn & Co., that is
fighting the nett, and says the local Great preparations are being *madeschools are the best in the state out- by the local Keights of Columbus forside of Louisville. the 'grand' installation Ceremonies to
be conducted here tomorrow under
'the auspices of Mr. J. J. Fitzgerald,
supreme knight of Kentucky for this
order. He is of Louisville and ar-
lives in the mooing with 15o visiting
brethren from that city. Delegations
will also be here from Cairo, Evans-
ville, Owensboro, Memphis and Mor-
ganfold, where branches of this or-
der flourish with a large number of
affiliates. It is expected that at least
250 knights will be here altogether,
including those making this city their
home.
The 'Knights of Columbus is an of-
ganization 'composed strictly of Cath-
olic-5, and for years a number of lodg-
ts have flourished over the state but
nern here. the Paducah brethren affil
feting with the out-of-town lodges.
The order is a secret fraternal and
soci 1.o}y with insurance' and benev-
oleut f ures connected.
Abort 
.we 
nty Parhealians have be-
longed to outside lodges for years,
and now that about 40 more of here
desire to affiliate this makes a body
sufficiently large for installation in
this city of a lodge for the Paducah
people alone. These sixty have effect
ed their organization, and several
meetiogs have been held the present
week getting thing, arranged for the
new local order to be installed by the
executive officer of this state.
JINGLING BELLS
MISS BLANCHE THOMAS AND
AUBREY THOMPSON ARE
WEDDED.
Mtipic Lovers Attended Recital at
Broadway Chuch Last Night—
Visiting Eagles Banqueted.
Yesterday afternoon at 3 o'clock
Miss Maude Thomas, of the Metter
section, and Mr. Aubrey .Thompeont
of Gainesville, Texas, were united in
marriage at the house of the bride,
Rev. J. It Stewart, ot Lone Oak, of-
ficiating at the ceremony which was
witnessed by many friends of the
contracting couple, who are well
known people. Last evening the hap
py pair arrived here and this morn-
ing at 4 o'clock departed for Gaines-
ville, where they will make their fu-
ture home. The young lady is the
daughter of Mr. L Thomas, of /bri-
ber, and mite an attracthm and well-
to-do young woman of many friends
here in Paducah.
Mr. Thompson was formerly con-
nected with the Engiett & Bryant re-
tail grocery of South Second street
Imre in %ducal% but one year since
went to Gaineweilie where he entered
that characte rot business for him-
self and has a flourNhing establish-
ment.
Delightful Banquet.
Last -evening Messrs. L. P. Head,
Robert Patterson and Captain E.
Gordon. of the local Order of Eagles,
entertained with en elegant banquet
at Hotel Lagornsino, their guests
being Messrs. L. C. Van Truss, Chas.
Collins, Arthur S. Sampson, Fay
Trowbridge, F. M. Minch, Joseph
Dunlevey, Dolph Mayer and Ernest
Van Sickles, all the latter members
of the Barlow minsterels, which came
in yesterday and show this evening at
The Kentucky. The tninsterel men
are members of the Order of Eagles
from different cities. An elegant
menu was served and happy fraternal
gathering had.
Charity Club."'
The Charity club did not have yes-
terday morning with Miss Coolie
Grundy the meeting contemplated,
for the purpose of reorganizing for
the winter's work. A number of the
members are out of the city and this
nee-es-skated a postponsimegit of the
sess;on until sometime ne-itt week.
Pleasant Smoker.
Last evening a (Ielsghtfill smoker
was enjoyed by the Red Messoot their
lodge room on North Fourth street.
An untoually large number of mem-
bers were in attendance and spent a
(tette-dui rime.
Charming Recital.
• Quite a (towel of tnirsic lovers were
at the Broadway Methodist church
fast 'evening to hear the recital by
Mrs. George Parker under the diree-
tio• of the Junior Epworth league.
NEGRO BOY TO HANG.
LravsvilI, Ky., Oct. v.—Cornelius
Johnson, a 'negro 17 years old, has
been sentenced to hang for the mur-
der of Conrad Kaiser, a saloonkeeper.
Kaioer ejected Johnson from 'his sa-
loon for being disorderly and John-
son, after procuring a pistol and an-
nouncing his determination to Oil!
Kaiser, returned to the, saloon and
shot him to death. '
3. E. B. Stuart's Sister,
Louisville, Ky, Oct. 27—Mrs. Fler
thin Chevalier died here of pneumonia,
aged 86. She was a sister of Gen. J.
E. B. Stuart, the famous Confederate
cavalry leader. She was the widow
Rev, Nicholas Chevalie-r, a Pres-
byterian minister. of Virginia.
'Last nteit'ara session in rue Elks
lodge room the Paducah knight.,
both old and new, perfected their
lodge and selected the following offi-
cem Rev. H. W. Jansen, chaplain;
John T. Donovan, grand !might; W.
J. White, deputy grand knight; John
J. Dorian, lecturer: F. H. Flanigan,
chancellor; A.. R. Meyer's, secretary;
Joseph L. Wolff, treasures.; Edwin J.
Paxton, advocate; George F. Weikel.
warden: William Lydon. inside guard;
J. P. Oberhausen, outside guard:
Frank M. Fisher, Thomas W. R,
ens and Captain Mike Williams, t:
tees; Dr. William T. Grieves, physic-
ian. These officials will be inducted
into office at the same time the new
lodge is instituted tomorrow at the
Red Men's hall, this assembly hall
bents procured for the occasion At -
ter the body gets. installed they will
rent them a ball for gathering pm'-
poses, and hold meetings abotft once
each week until everything gets in
good running order when the sessions
will then probably be only about once
each two weeks, .or one time a
month.
Tonight at TT o'clock a special train
of four coaches leaves Louisville
over the Illinois Central railroad for
the pin-poise of bringing here a delegel
eon of to brethren, corning down
froro, there to participate in the in-
enllation ceremonies. There will he
two chair cars and two sleepers in
the special, which will get here tomer
row mornine at 7 o'clock The dele-
gations from Evansville, Morganfield
and Owensboro wilt _kV the Louise
special either at Princeton or
Nortonville  and all_rome_oins_cuse
y. Tomorrow night at 12 o'clock
the Louisville train starts back to the
Falls: City, which will be reached
about 7 o'clock Monday ITtorliting. •
Tomorrow night at 8:3o o'clock at
the Palmer, the elegarft banquet will
be given for the visitors and Padu-
cah brethren, and it is expected to
entertain about 25o there. Colonel '
John J. Dorian, the city treasurer,
officiates as toast
-master.
The, occasion is looked forward to
as one of the largest and most im-
portanit 'secret order gatherings in
this section of the state.
The order of services and installa-
tion tomorrow are as follows:
9:00 a te. Candidate, wilt assemble
in the clubroom of Red Men's 'hall,
North Fourth street, for enrollment
'and to receive tnulges and final in-
structions.
9:30 a. in. Knight, of Columbus,
home and visiting members, will mieet
in the assembly room of Rer Men's
halt, North Fourth street,
10:15 a. m. Knights of Columbus
(Contnued on Vototh Page.),
•
IN COURT CIRCLES
Damage Suits Figured In
Circuit Court Yesterday.
LARGE JUDGMENT
AGAINST STREET RAILWAY.
Two Cases to Be Finished Today,
One of Which Is Against
the City.
TWO SUITS FOR SLANDER
FILED BY YOUNG WOMAN.
Enema Rose yesterday in the cir-
cuit court got a judgment for $2,500
against the Paducah City Railway
company for icauriets she received at
Eleventh and aindison streets while
getting off a car. Hendrick, Miller
& Marble represented the winning
side, and Charley Wheeler the losing
'side, as lawyer.,
Some months ago the plaintiff was
getting off a street car at the point
mentioned The conductor of the car
bad left the trolley rope dangling
down from the side of the car while
the rope end was tied to the dash-
board, thereby forma* a regular
drooping loop swinging hear the
steps. In getting off the car the
plaintiff stepped astride of the looped
rope. The car started up quickly, and
realizing her astraddle Position across
the rope would cause her to be
thrown down when the moving car
drew the rope taut, she quickly grasp
ed the handle of the dashboard and
swung on at the same time yelling
for the motorman to Atop. He did
not do so for stme fleet, and in the
meantime she was being dragged
alongside the caa thereby injuring
herself. She sued for $5,000 damages,
and the jury gave her just exactly
half, which is conaidered a most ex-
cellent result by the lawyers.
Suit Against the City.
There is now on trial in the court
the proceeding of S M. Smith against
the city of Paducah for several thou-
sand I.: °liars damages. The evidence
has been completed, while the argu-
ments will be nude this( morning by
the attorneys and litigation then
placed in the hands of the jurors for
decision.
Smith was employed by the street
cleaning department for the maraca
pal government. One day last winter
a hard snow came and left the side-
walks and street so covered that peo-
ple could not pass well. The trevt
cleaning department has a V shaped
snow plow, which they run ckiwn side
walks with horses attached and
scrape off the snow, which is turned
over into the gutter. Smith was on
one of the.,e plows on Third street
near Kentucky avenue when he fell
off between die plow and abutting
fence and got two ribs broken.
Goes to Jury Today. ,
All the evidence was completed in
the damage snit of Teresa Bach
against Robert B. Phillips and Geo.
C. Wallace, and after the arguments
are finished this morning by the at-
torneys the matter will be given to
the jury. The plaintic was employed
at the Alden knitting mill on Eighth
and Jones streets, which industry is
operated under lease by deiendants.
One day while laboring around the
machines. the mechanism caught her
and she was painfully injured.
Judge Reed reset for trial on the
15th day of this term of court the
suit of Nellie Moore against the
street railway company. 'rhis action
was vet for yesterdaA but not reach-
ed. Plaintiff fell from a car at
Fourth and Broadway and broke her
kg. She claims through negligence
of the car company employes she was
pushed off the car and hurt.
An answer was filed by defendant
in the sort of J. M. Spicier against
the Paducah Carnival company, where
in plaintiff wants damages because ofinjuries he sustained by being thrown
from the Ocean Wave when this af-
fair collapsed during the festival last
spring at Twelfth and Trimble streets.
Got a Judgment.
The jury gave Albert Rogers ajudgment for $5oo again,* the Cohan-
Ices Manufacturing company. Rogers
 was employed. at the plant aud. get-
ting caught in some belting one dayhad his arm maimed in a serious man
ner. Rogers is under age and had
the suit brought through Felix G. Ru-dolph as hie guardian.
The Title Guaranty and Trust com-pany filed a general demurrer in thepetition of E. B. Osborne against De-
tective, T. J. Moore anti W. E. Bak-
er. Otsborne was arrested by thesedetectives on request of a Tennessee
manchal who claimed he was wanteddown there for some offense. Os-borne was relegatei though, the nextday, and now bringe suit against the
flifif I-4 on the ground that his arrest
was illegal and wrongful, thereforedamaging his character. The Title
and Guaranty company is on thebond al one of the deteictivei and
was made co-defendant in the litiga-tion
Another Damage Suit.
There wag set for trial yesterday
-the damage suit of Noah Gathey
against E. Rehkopf, but oil account
,••••••
the jury being behind with their
business this action will not come up
until today. Yesterday the judge is-
sued an order instructing the witness-
es to be on hand today. Cathey was
employed at Rebkopf's collar factory
on Kentucky avenue, and getting
caught in the hafting was painbilly
hurt. This suit was, staeted into for
trial last spring, but it had been
brought against the E. Rehkopf Sad-
dlery company and had to be dismiss-
ed then as the saddlery company does
not own the collar factory, which is
Mr. Rielikopas individual prope ray.
A new suit was then filed against Mr.
Rehkopf personally, and this is the
one now coming up.
Delayed Court.
Judge Reed assessed a fine of $5
against Hon. John K. Hendrick yes-
terday because the latter did not ap-
pear in the court room as quickly as
the judge thought he should, right
after noon, to look after the suit of
Emma Rose against the city railway
company. The action was on trial,
Colonel Hendrick representing plain-
tiff, and the' judge claims be had to
bold up court twenty minutes wait-
ing for the distinguished lawyer to ar
rive, it not being posable to proceed
with business until he did get there.
Ae a reminder of his lateness, the col-
onel was asked to pay $5 into the
clerk's hand. What delayed Mr. Hen(trick was work of drawing up a judg
'Tient the judge had ordered him to
do, and he did not observe the fleet-
ing time clo-ely -enough to be b'ack to
court at the proper hour.
There has been compromised the
suit of Edwin A. Rivers against the
Robards Tobacco company for mon-
ey plaintiff claims due him for serv-
ices perkirmied for defendant as trav-
eling salesman. The company paid
him $loo to get the proceeding wick
en from the docket.
Todayb Docket. .
The actions set for trial today are
as follows: The Farmers' Bank of
Eddyvilk against Moses Bloom and
Clarence 0. Brown; A. F. Free
against the Southern Express com-
pany; W. B. Stanfield against the Pa-
ducah City Railway company.
Bloom and Brown borrowed money
from the Eeklyville bank that brings
suit on the note, which they claim
has not been paid.
Allen Free shipped from some Ten-
nessee point to St. Louis, through
the express company's agents, some
hicbee and furs and claims they were
either lost or delayed in transit. He
sues for recovery of their value. Freeis the shantyboater in whose craft
moored osier at the Illinois bank on
the opposite side of the Ohio river
he as keeping the body of his dead
son aboard in a preserved mate, wait
ing meal he can go back to hie home
in Jackson county, Ala., to bury him
in the family cemetery. It was on ac-
count of this suit now corning up that
Free has not gone back to his former
house before to -inter the remains.
Stanfield epee the street railway
company lbr damages on account of
personal injuries'
Another Trial Ordered.
Yesterday the court of appeals
agaisa reversed Col. J. K. Hendrick,
who presided as special judge of the
circuit court, in the suit of W. D.
Pace against the street railway com-
pany, by ordering that a new trial be
given the proceeding.
During 1932 Pace was struck by a
-treet car, collarbone broken and arm
ciractured He sued for $2,000. got ajudgment for $lam on the first trial,
but the court set this aside and a new
hearing giver.. At the second trial he
got judgment for $5oo, but this was
set aside and a third trial given. This
last time the court instructed the jury
faad for the car company, and this
was done. Pate's lawyers appealedeto
the appellate bench and that tribunal
reverses the local judge and orders
another hearing. In fighting the case
the car company's lawyers claimed
Pace signed a written document re-
leasing the company from 1 ability
for $25. Pace claims they got him
to sign thie release before the doc-
tor for the company would dines his
injuries. In holding as they do the
appellate bench devides that releases
procured while injured parties are un-
der physical or financial strain are
not binding, and thie will have a wick
spread effect in future litigation of
Kentucky.
Young Girl Sues.
Bessie O'Brien yesterday filed two
damage suits in the circuit coma one
foe $5,600 against rath iiI Sint'
Walker and the other for a similar
amount against Henry C. Brame and
wife, Laura Brame. Both petitions
are just alike, except the names of the
defendants. The little girl is the
daughter of J. D. O'Brien, the well
known insurance agent of Mechanics-
burg, and some months ago she went
to California for a visit. She claims
that the defendants in these suits
while she was away made remarks
tending to indicate that she left here
to become the mether of an illegiti-
mate child, which she says is false.
Wagonworks Personalty.
Lawyer Arthur Martin yesterday
commereceel advertiehig for sale of
the personal estate of the Paducah
Wagon Works company, which hasbeen forced into bankruptcy, and
which business is being wound up.
The lawyer is attorney for Trustee
Roy McKinney, of the estate, andprivate bids are to be takesi and open
cd at g o'clock the morning of No-ire/Tiber a. A bid of $am° has al-
THE PROGRAM
OF THE FIRST DISTRICT EDU-
CATIONAL ASSOCIATION
AN
The Association Meets in Murray the
First and Second of December
for Two Days.
Professors J. 0. Brown, of Murray,
and W. H. Sugg and Joseph Rage-
dale, of this city, have completed the
program for the annual gathering of
the First District Edeicational Asso-
ciation which meets Deoetnber 1st
and 2d at Murray. They comprise
the executive committee an lalt Sat
urday held a meeting in this' city, at
which time they roughly outlined the
program, which is as follows:
Friday. Dec. z, zo a. m.
The meeting of the aesociation will,
be held in the First Christian church.
Musk.
Prayer.
Welcome—Mayor of Murray.
Response—S. J. Billington, Supt
McCracken county.
President', address—J. 0. Brown,
Murray.
Friday Afternoon, :30 p. m.
General round table.
School management—J. S. Rags-
dale.
c. Self control of the teacher.
2. The dull pupil.
3. The overbright pupil.
4. The stabborn pupil.
5. The truant.
6. Co-operation of parents—How
secured.
7. Economizing time and energy in
class room. How can it be done?
Grammar grade work—Mrs. Dollie
Card., Murray. . •
t. Good spellinie—What is it How
obtained.
2. Reading—Its relation to other
studies. How can it be improved?
3. Language—Its value as a discip-
line for the mind. To what ieetent is
the school responaible for the good
language of the pupil? How ob-
tained?
Improvemerne of the rural public
schools-4W. D. Dockl, Mayfield.
t. Local and county taxation.
2. Concentration plan.
3. Better teaching forte.
a Arousing public sentiment in fa-
vor of better schools. How can it
be done?
5. Better nor mid schools.
High sohool—E. George Payne,
Principal Paducah high school.
t. State aid.
2. Commercial value of high school
educaton compared with gfamune
echool educ-aticm.
3. How can the atter-Fiance of the
high school be increased?' -
a Some needed improvenverne.
5. Relation of the high school to
the conainunity.
•
Friday Evening. 7 p. m.
Music.
Address -Prof. Kirkland, preside
Vanderbilt University.
ea_ 
_
Saturday Morning, 9 O'clock.
Ile yo tio na I .
The schoolla part in placing the
child in the righetelation.
(a), To the familly—C.M.Lieb, Supt.
Paducah schools.
(b) To the scbool—J. H. Fuqua,
State supt. public instruction,
(c) Xo the church—Rev. J. S.
Cletek, pastor First Baptist church.
(d) to business—A. M. Rowse, man
ager Draugon's Business college
(e) To the Matt—A. J. G. Wells,
Murray,'Ky. •
Southern literature--Misst Emma
Morgan, department of literature, Pa-
ducah high school.
What rocks teach—Harry Neal
Huse, president Kentucky Western
school, Lone Oak, Ky.
Saturday Afternoon, 1:3o O'clock.
Normal training school for Ken-
tucky.
T. J. Coate, Supt. Princeton
schools..
Fred Harp, Bardwell, Ky.
J. B. Ward, Oakton, Ky.
J. C. ,Cheek, Fultors, Ky.
Trend of modern education—A. M.
Wilson, Columbus, Ky.; Alfred Cun-
ningham, Cadiz, Ky., county superin-
tendent.
Report of committees.
_Ekelitin. Joie:acres.-
Ajotirnment.
Executive Committee—J. 0. Brown,
president; W. It. Svgg, vice presi-
dent; J. S. Ragsdale, secretary.
ready been made for the property
and if nothing higher than this is of-
fered it will be accepted.
Home Purchasing Company.
Receiver Cecil Reed, of the Peo-
ple's Home Purchasing company of
this city, goes to Birmingham, Ala.,
tonight for the purpose of collecting
monies due the concern and get in
shape the bushings of the bninch of-fice there so it can be included in the
suit pending here for settlement of
the affairs of the defunct concern.
Baer Confessed.
Joe Baer yesterday in Justice Sat-
her', court confessed to cursing Bar-
ney Levitan, and was fined $2. Theyare the competitive hide and junkdealers near Second and Kentucky
avenue who had a falling out.
STRUCK BY BUGGY!
CONSTABLE SHELTON HAD A
VERY NARROW ESCAPE
YESTERDAY.
Mr. Charles Warren Suffering From
Blood Poisoning—Other Ail-
ing People.
Constable A. C. Shelton is suffer-ing from painful bruises. on a low-
er limb and side Where he was struck
yesterday on being run over 9hortly
afternoon at Fifth and Broadway.
The constable was crossing the
street at that intersection When there
came dasbing dawn Fifth en route
from Kentucky avenue to Jeffersoin
street a rig occupied by some strange!
man anal two women. They crashed,
right into the constable before he
could get out of the way, and die
flying horse knocked him sprawling
onto the pavement beside the postal-
fice. The people °cupping the rig
never stopped to see whether he was
hurt, but proceeded' on. The consta-
ble piclaed himself up and suffers
much pain where be was struck, but:
considers himself fortunate in escap-
ing witch no broken bones, When re-
calling the rapid and reckless manner
in which the trio was driving down
the thoroughfare.
Hand and Arm Swollen.
Mr. Chas. D. Warren, the painting
contractor, is suffering considerably
from his right hand and arm thee are
swollen greatly with a slight attack
of blood poison. He has been suf-
fering from some small bumps on his
hand and wrist, and picked the cap
off with his finger nails, and it is
prestuned some poisonous paint re-
mainging on the nails got into the
blood from the picking and afflicted
him. 
•
Knee Injured.
Yesterday morning George Smith,
colored, was painfully.burt while un-
loading some heavy timber for his
wagon. He is employed at the Sher-
rill
-Russel+ Lumber company and a
heavy piece of lumber caught his
left knee and painfully injured same.
Dr. Jeff Robertson dressed it.
Painfully Bruised.
Mr. Adam Ilaas, the farmer of the
Lone Oak section of the county, is
at hie home suffering from painful
bruises, and it is quite fortunate he
has not some broken bones.
Circus day Hires was driving out
about Twelith and Broadway when
bis horse attached to the buggy be-
came scared at the eircns and ran
away, going out Broadway. Reach-
ing the car barn of the street rai)-
way company the wild animal dashed
into saner, it being open at the Broad-
way end with no doors. The fia
was smashed and Haas knocked out
with great force.
Coming on All Right
Bob Hayes is coaling on all right
with the severe cuts inflicted on him
several naphts since by the stranger
during the fight on North Fourth
street. lieyes is abbe to be out, but
is swathed in bandages around his
face and' neck. The stranger has
never been captured by the police.
Able to Be Out.
The many friends of Mr. Geoatre
Rock are pleased to see him on the
sheets again. Mr. Rock is a sufferer
of kidney trouble anel is up and down
at periods, but has been abbe to come
out onee in a while the past few days.
Are You Planning to Remodel? ,
If you contemplate remodeling
your present home now or in the
near future, you should .tudy the
subject of Plumbing.
- A little kaowledge on the subject will
be beneficial to you in the selection of the
best material and fixtures and in their proper
location throughout the home.
If you will call and consult us, we will
give you attractive literature on modern sani-
tation and will show you the samples of
aStisedgar Ware we have in our showrooms.
Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class Job by an
expert Iworkman? If you do take
it to
John I. Meld), jeweler.
224 Broadway, - Paducah, Ky.
4.4.4444-$44+444-F•44444-
J h. COULSON,
...P LUNING.Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 523 Broadway.
4.4.144-4,4444-1-+44,42
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST COI
Recovering From Fever.
The many friends of M. Charles
Morris of Shreveport, La., will be
glad to learn that he is able to be up
after a severe spell of typhoid fever
that kept him confined for over six
weeks at his bionic in that southern
city, where he mapages the branch
liquor house maintained by Mr, Geo.
Goodman, of this city. Mr. Good-
ran today leaves for 91*h-et:tort,
while in about ten days Mr. Morris
come here for a sojourn %Aire
recuperating from the weakening ef-
fects of his serious, siege. He is the
former Padertat boy once chief clerk
for the Illinois Central railroad here.
NEW RAILROAD FOR HICKMAli‘
Hickman, Ky., Oct. aa. -It is under
stood in Nashville that the Iron
tailroad- U-iT accepted the
bonuses offered by the citizens of
Hickman, Ky., and Charleston, Mo.,
and will extend that road from
Charleston to Hickman to connect
with the Nashville, Chattanooga &
St. Louis railway. For a long time
these roads have been on very friend-
ly terms, and have exchanged freight
liberally via Columbus, Ky., and the
reported arrangement is not much of
a aceprise. It is also said that a
through passenger en-vice from Nes•h-
vile to St. Louis will be established
via this route, but this is denied by
the general officers of the Nashville
Chattanooga & St. Louis railway. The
transfer boat, at Hickman, it is said,
are to be the property of the two
road: but will be operated by the
Iron Mountain. No official expression
or. this deal has been had, but it is
pretty generally accepted as true by
railroad men in Nashville.
The shah of Persia has placed an-
other order for Mx high-e4:11i auto-
mobiles in Paris. 'Phe value of this
order i, said to be $211.11oo.
Of Paduosth, Kentuc.ker,
Capital and Surplus $1/515,000
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. Q. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
N. W. VAlt CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking buslassa. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits. Safety boxes in his
proof vault for rent at $3 to km per year as to aims. You carry your owa
key and no one but yourself has access.
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS MS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
•
SOLE AGENT, 16.39 TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open under a: new
management for guests at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best, accommodations at)-easonable rates
Price Bros. eic CO.,
Dawson Springs, Kentucky.
Paducah
 
Transfer Company
(Incorporated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd:and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones ii
P.D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
at
4
4
 s 44
Abram L. Well St Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Llabtlity, Steam Builer-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 726
Subscribe For The Ilegister
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Where and What Services Will Be Held.
Religious Census.
Rev. R. W. Bass, of the Tenth
Street Christian church, has been as-
signed charge of that district between
Tennessee 'street and the Island
.ereek, the river and Illinois Central
't Aroad tracks, when there is today
taken the religiotis census for this
I city. When the workers in this
movement held a meeting sevetal
nights since and laid the city off into
'districts and named the person who
should have charge of each respect-ive territory, none were named for
this section of the town, but now the
wet known minister mentigned has
'been put in charge.
Thisanorning-st-9 of'clocir-the one
hundred or more workers start out
about 9 o'clock end visit each homein the place, where they wit) fi" out
• i the blank cards with the information
they gleans on propounding the fol-
lowing' questions: Name. residence,
number of persons in the biome, man-
lier under 18 years of age, mimber at-
tending heurch at least once a month,
number attending Sunday school reg-
ularly, what thane% is preferred, nseue
of pastor or congregation preferred,
ii this record of a family, is this rec-
ord of a servant, is this tecord of a
binder. After asking only the
above enumerated questions, the
party visiting the house then departs,
but /eaves the following card for con-
sitkration of the person visited:
AN INVITATION.
Are you connected with any Chris-
tian church? If rice in the name of
our comon Master, we ask you to
unite your prayers with ours for the
spread of the gospel, especiallyit,i among the young. Towards this end
will you not increase your effores in
4 your own church? "Jesus went about
doing good." and sad "Follow me."4 If you have no church connection,
we come to extend you a cordial in-
vitation to any'of our churches that
you may desire to atteixt, We want
you to share with us our felkoitsfhip
in Christ and the hope of glory.. He
says, "Him that cometh to rue I wOMin no wise cast out." May we see
you with some of ise next Lord's das
•and regu:ariy thereafter? If you have
•chfklren, wall you not see to it that
they are in some Sunday echool every
Sunday? In behalf of each church
sad Sunday scbook in this community.t 
I Just as aoon as aM the s to-
day finish visiting everyl rse in
-their respective districts they will
turn over the cards containing the
names of people and other informa-
tion to Rev. jirptin S. Cheek, Who is
-(s chairman of the religious ermine mem
mittee. lib.. Cheek 'will then classify
the returns, picking out the hones of
,t people stating they prefer a certain
cburch, although they are nix regular
attendants. The cards will then be
passed over to the pastor of what-
ever church the resident says he or
she prefers, and this pastor wiM then
visit every person saying they prefer
bit elmech, and urge that they at-
tend as often as possible. Those who
do not attend church and have no
preference will then be picked out,
and these cards giving name, ad-if dress, etc. will be placed at the
Young Men's Chrietian association,
A where anyone can go, look over thelist and then visit the parties and re-
quest them to either unite with any
congregation, on attend as often m
possible.
The woricers desire that every homein the city he prepared to receive
them today and give the information
desired as expeditiously as voesible,
as this will be the means cf helping
the canvassers along with much rap-idity.
First Christian.
There will be no preaching tomor-
row any how at the First Christian
-church, the only worship being Sun-
day school and communion services
, "The Sunday following Rev. arkLean,
of Cincinnati, will come here and fill
the pulpit. Word from Rev. W. H.
Pinkerton is that great good is being
effected by the widespread revival he
and the other rrvinisters are holding
*
4 at Cincinnati, and he is very wellpleased with whet :has been accom-
plished. From Cincinnati he gees' to
western Pennsylvania to remain sev-
same.ve
Owe
41.0
es,
doe
41.r•
0,0
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father-in-law, Mr. C. Wt. Morrison.,
and tomorrow morning and evening
preaches at the Trimble Street Meth-
odist chuireb. for Rev. Ws W. Arm-
strong, the latter of whom goes outto the Lebanon Methodist church in
the county and preaches at 3 o'clockin the aiternoon.
German Lutheran.
There will be no services tomor-
row morning at the German Lutheran
*hunch on South Fourth street, as
Rev. Ilten goes to the country to
preach. Sunday school occurs in the
morning at 9:30 o'clock, while .at
evening the pastor, preechea_in
 theEnglitlfi—
 language and uses as ttiitopic "The Forgiveness of Sins."
Thad Street Methodist.
Tomorrow morning the children's
service for the Third Street Metho-dist church will be held, and for the
morning sermon Rev. Peter Felds
will preach on "Why We Should
Seek. ahrist Early." At night timehe will talk on "Good Old-fashioned
Family Government"
Christian Science.
Tomorrow morning at lo:3o o'clockChristian Science services will beheld at 527 Broadway. Subject:
"Adam and Fellow Masi." Testimon-ial meeting Wkdnesdety at 7:30
o'clock. All are condielly invited to
attend these meetings,
Mechanicsburg Methodist.
Preaching tomorrow morning at
Toses o'clock and tomorrow night at7:30 o'clock at the Mechanicsburg
Methodist cavtireh by Rev. Cantrill
The Sunday vchool holds at the usualhour, 9:15 o'clock in the morning.
Broadway Methodist.
"Did the Jews Reject Jesus Christ?"
wiM be tomorrow morning's subjectby Rev. T. JI Newell at the Broad-
way Methodist church. At the morn-ing hour he will annouroce the sub-ject for evening we/ship.
Grace Episcopal Church.
Rector Wright will fill his pulpit atGrace Episcopal church at 10:45o'clock tomorrow morning and at
4:30 o'clock in the afternoon. He has
not vet (hooter) his sobiects.
• Missionary Society.
The Junior Warden Missionary so-
ciety of the Broadway Methodist
church will meet at 3 o'clock this
afternoon with Mae William &Ides
of 930 Jefferson street.
First Baptist Church.
"Cares" will be the topic tot/ .,Ow
mornirwg kw the sermon of Rev. John
Cheek, of the First Baptist Church_
For the evening hotel his topic will
be "The Rich Fool."
North Twelfth Baptist.
The Sunday school services will be
held at 3 o'clock tomorrove afters
noon at the North Twelfth' street
Baptist mission church.
Cumberland Presbyterian.
Rev. A. S. Eetiman fills his pulpit
tomorrow morning and evening at
the regular hours in the Ctenberland
Presbyterian church
TRANSCRIPT FILED
APPEAL TAKEN IN SUIT OF
EMERY AGAINST TOBACCO
COMPANY.
County Clerk's Deputies Have Fin-
ished Copying Registration Books
for Filing Purposes.
There was yesterday lodged in the
quarterly court of Judge Richard T.
Lightfoot ,the appeal taken by de-
fendant from the magisterial court of
Justice Richard Barber. in the litiga-
tion of °basks W. Emery against the
Rotor& Tobacco company, wherein
plaintiff got $t8o judgment against
NERVOUS? ReadThis For five years I was so sick I couldhardly walk across the floor, and wasvery weak and nervous," writes MissMatte Sloshes, of Cambria, Va., "butafter taking C.ardui I found myselfgreatly relieved."
Do you vverry about nothing? Startle at trifles? Feel irritable, peevish, sad and .blue? Suffer from neuralgia, sick headache, dizziness, backache, bearing-down pains? Ifso, your nerves are stretched to the snapping point, like the strings of a fiddle twisted upout of tune, which sc.reeches at the least touch. You are in a dangerous condition of healthand need a medicine to take the strain off your nerves. If you are a woman, what haseverstrung you is probably disordered menstruality, which, in women, makes more trouble,pain and nerve sickness than any other single cause. The thing to do is to follow the ex-ample, being set daily by thousands of-women, and take-the good-, old, reliable remedy forfemale disease, with a record of 70 years of success, in the cure of female diseases, viz:
WEITZ PO* TRU ADVICZ
IPSO losibiztos
 
s and sps nsdal i tructions he your pareadartrod*, what is wren, truly and frankly, lnotrieloat toalidaae, and we will sand you • letter of advicetan, in plan, mated envelops. Mire's: Ladiee' Ada,-coy Dept., Chat/maga Moeda° Co., Chattanooga, Tam. CARDUI Woman'sRelief
INTERURBAN ROAD
MEETING WILL BE HELD TO-
DAY BY PROMOTERS OF
SAME
Smithland People Take Up Move of
Getting Electric Line to That
Village.
Today a meeting will be held here
by the promoter, of the interurban
line to be constructed from this city
to Cairo. Messrs. Charles Crump, of
Columbus, Incl., and N. F. White-
sides, of New York, arrived here lase
eventing to attend the meeting with
the Pachecalians interested, they being
Dr. C. F... Wtateeicks and Mr. J. J.
Freundlich. The latter has been in
St. Louis since returning two weeks
ago from New York, but is expected
to arrive here di, morning
Dr. Whiteside' and Mr. Freundlich
were in New York about two weeks
conferring with the capitalists of that
city who are interested with them,
and they evade the necessary arrange-
ments regarding bond, and some le-
gal details connected thesewith. The
incorporators of the concern hold
their averting today to pass on some
questions that were arranged for
while the Padiscahans were in New
York, and as soon as the official sane
tion of the direeors is given the gm;
tionsk there will be closed up the final
details of the financial end of rhe
project.
Mr. N. F. Wbitesicks is the brother
of Mr. Byron Whitesides, of New
York, and cousin of Dr. Whitesides.
Mr. Crump is a brother-in-law of Dr.
Whitesidee and son of Millionaire
John Crump, of Columbus. Mr.
Crump is one of the owners of 'the
Columbus street railway system, who
only last week sold the line to East-
ern capitalists who will convert it in-
to an interurban, and run extensions.
over to West Baden and Seymour,
Line to Smithiand.
The Smirbland papers state that an
electric interurban line re greatly de-
sired connecting that city and vicin-ity with Paducah and intermediate
points, and that there will be agitat-
ed the question of running one there.
The Paducah people promoting the
Cairo line say it will be only a mat-
ter of time until they extend to Smithland, Mayfield, Murray and other
points.
MURDER THREAT / IN COURT.
•4'-- —
Italian Tells 6 Vow He Made to
Kill Friend's Slayer.
Detroit Mich., Oct. 2y.—At the de-
claring of a vendetta in open court at
the trial/ of Fortunate, Fakoni on the
charge of killing Louis Calcatera,judge, jurors, attorney., and specta-
in rig 'e
amazement. Emil Brogi was an un-
willing witness for the prosier ution.
"I do not want to testate against
Fortunato Falconi. because it might
send hint to prison for life," he cried,
and before the import of his words
was clearly grasped he rattled on,
trembling with rage and with his fin-gers \digging cruelly into hie palms.
"I want him to go free, that I may
kill him, that I may be revenged forthe murder of my dearest friend.When I found Falconi with a smoking
revolver in his hand and poor Louislying dead at hie feet I fell cm myknees and kiseed my' dear friend'slips. I struck the floor with my
clenches' fist, and vowed a vendetta,
swore that I woold kill the murderer
of my friend."
Tisogi wae finalli pacified and obey-
ed the veto's instructions to tell
what he knew of the night of July r5,
*hen Oalcatera was elicit and killed
while a crowd of Italian torn wereindulging in a noisy "stag" dance at
a Watson street relent.
Gerrnan Evangelical.
Tomorrow's services at the Evan-
gelical church on South Fifth street
'will be in commemoration of the Re-
, formiation‘ Communion services will
be held in the morning in both the
Germen and English languages. At
7:30 o'clock in the evening Rev . T.
• C. Gehauer. state field worker of the
Kentucky Sunday School association,44
 wilt preach on the subject "What
Moes, the Twentieth Century Expect
From Its Christian Teachers?' All
are cordially invited.
Tenth Street Christian. ..
"Importance of Bible Study in theSunday School" will be tomorrow
neorning's theme for distotirse by
Rev. B. W. Bass. of the Tenth StreetChristian chervil. At the eveninghour his talk will be regarding "TheGreat Physician."
for working for them.
Finished Copying Books.
The deputies in the county clerk's
office have finished copying the books
showing the rmmber of democrati
and republicans wain registered at the
regular and supplemental registration
days several weeks ago. The clerk
nukes copies of' all these books to
be kept in 'his vault, While the Origin-
al books used at the poile, are given
each precinct officer for reference at
the regular November election day.
Property Sold.
W. F. Minnich awl wife have trans-
Jeered to Narmie G. Rose for $1,90property on the Women road near
Arcadia. The deed was lodged for
record yesterday with the county
clerk.
Property in the western part of
town was Pohl by"; John B. Hal' l to
G. F. Cox for $50o.•1 glormairr
Trimble Street Methodist. Miss Joe .Fowler, of Golconda, isRev. A. C. Hi-Adler. of Lake Provi- here visiting her ctitssin, Milos Mlledence, La., is in the city visiting his Lynch: Subscribe for THE REGISTER.
NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
We have just opened an up-to-date and:well stocked hardware de-partment for our establishment, and are carrying :a [mammothstock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery,7Tinware, Woodenware, Gran-iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason :Tools.PVire Nails, Builders'Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal toithat carried by theleading houses of the country.
Being buyers in large quantities, ,ndon a basis:tvithl lead-inghouses, we are in position to give thalbest forfthe least money.
Dont,buy before calling and seeingjour varied stock.
U. Rebkopt Saddlery Co., I
109 South 2nd Street, Paducah, Kentucky. I
SANITARY MEN
THEIR SERVICE WILL BE DIS-
CONTINUED IN A WEEK
OR TWO.
Considerable of Decrease in Number
of People Calling for Health
Certificates.
lit is probable that shout next wieric
or that following the services of the
sanitary inspectors of this city will
be discontinued for the present year
as they have about gotten the city
in good condition and there is no
longer airyneed for th•eir work, which
is' that of visiting the private prem-
ises of every person in town and see-
ing that they are kept clean and piles
of unhealthy trash, offal and accumu-
lation hauled away and thrown into
the river from the garbage dump.
The inspectors are Henry Brush
snd Genrge Webb and they have got-
ten the town in first-class condition
during themonth: since last spring.
The inspectors are worked only dur-ing the summer time, as the cold
weather of winter keeps everything
healthy from this standpoint, as the
thorough cleaning given during the
warm months lasts over through the
winter.
Health Certificates.
Daily the applications for health
certificates from Health Officer W.
T. -Gravee, continues to decrease un-
til there it; quite ‘ai falleng off, when
the present number issued is compar-
ed to the great rush of several weeks
ago. As the Southern cities continue
raising the, quarantines the falling off
here keeps up, and finally in about
two weeks it ia expected that the
health department will quit issuing
the documents altogether.
Bankrupt Proceedings.
Bankrupt Referee E. W. Bagby will
go down to Murray this morning to
try five bankruptcy cases, those of
M D. Warren, Will Harris & corn-
any, Wm. P. Lax & company, R. E.
Saseen, and Porter Overcast. He wilt
return tonight.
Matter Compromised.
Mrs. Jeoniel Lytton was yesterday
given $175 by the street railway tOtT1-
pany in compromise of the damage
sent the against the car line
for injuries received.
SURPLUS STOCK
MR VANCULIN BEGINS MOV-
ING INTO NEW QUARTERS
MONDAY.
Farmers Shortly Will Have Tobacco
Coming Townward— Commis-
sioner Rose's Work.
Mr. David L. VatrCulin will Mon-
day begin moving his resserve stock
from his present store, 312 Broadway
to his new quarters, 320 Broadway,
which MSc beam remodeled for his
use. He will get his entire stock into
the new place by the last of next
week. Jost that on his second flooris to be started first.
Out to Fourth Street.
Commissioner C. C. Rase, of the
fire insurance bureau of this city, has
finished inspecting all the businesshouses on North First, Second and
Third streets:, arid also those on the
east side of North Fourth street. His
sick child at home and office duties
have kept him so closely confined thepast few days that he lets been un-
able to get out and make any moreinspectione, but on the balance of the
streeas intersecting Broadway from
the north he will • to on
s Tee a inspect everything
out on that side or town.
Ladies Refunded.
The privilege of being refunded
their railroad fare for coining here
and purchasing goods has been taken
acivaretage of by two ladies, Mrs.John L. Jones, of Kuttawa, and Mrs.Boerne Dance, oil Kevii, Ballard county. They bought over $3o worth aridhad round trip tickets from theirhome town, which they presented toSecretary W. M. Ross, of the RetailMerchants' Association, and were re-funded their railroad fare. ,
Curing Tobacco.
Partite in from the county state
that the farmers have all their tobac-
co into the barns and are now finish-ing tm the work of curing same.Shortly it will begin arriving in the
city in hew lot.
Start Monday Sure.
Liveryman John Terrell yesterday
said hie Jefferson street stable wouldbe finished in time for him to start
moving Monday and vacate the pres-
s
CARD CAME
PAVED WAY TO POLICE COURT
FOR LUCAS AND
HALE.
William Brewer Was Fined $a5 and
Sent to Jail for Ten Days for
Carrying Revolver.
Mhtrion Lucas was fined $20 ip the
police court yesterday morning, while
Miffed Hide was assessed Ss and
costs. They are negroes who had afight out about Ninth and Washing-
ton streets, on falling out several
night, ago over a card game.
The court dismissed the fighting
charge against Jim Barlow and Fanny
Kane, colored, but pot them under$too bond each to keep the peace.
Nick Smith was fined $3 for knoclo-ing Bill Lindsey down at Third and
Broadway circus day, while Lindsey
was given the lame assessment for
cursing Smith. Lindsey is an Ingle-
vide, Ballard county, farmer, while
Smith is theleather worker at Rah-
Ir0Pf'9.
'Boyd Schaffer, of Graves comity,
was fined $5 for flying his kite (-tr-
ots day and whipping a little el ,
ern Union telegraph office mess
_and__Broadway.
William Brewer was fined $25 .ssi
costs and sent to jail for ten days for
carrying concealed weapons.
Mr. Allen Jorgenson and daughter,
Miss Suzanne, of Evansville, arrived
here yesterday morning and returnedlast night.
ent quarters beside the poteoffice on
North Fifth. He thought he could
begin moving yesterday, but little de-
tails here and there in completing hie
new place of hosiness made it ion>09-sible for him to start.
Special to Farmers
We are preparing to advertise in
the Northwest, and if you want to
sell your farm, list it with us and we
think we can sell it for you. Try us.
S. T. RANDLE
Manager Real Estate Department.
Mechanics' & Farmers' Savings Rank,
RooM 3, Amer.-Ger, Nat Balk
4,
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The President at Sea..
In departing leon, New Orleans on
his return to Washington President
Roosevelt will leave the three-mile
limit both while in the Gulf of Mex-
ico and also in the Atlantic ocean.
This will break a precedent as no
other president, while in office, has
ever left the United State-s; but the
fact is more t3 be credited to senti-
ment than. to any law. However, the
act is causing some comment/ more
curious than otherwise, and this C MD-
nrent is not without interest. The
Nashville Banner makes the following
remarks and points:
-President Roosevelt is now at sea,
and it is the first time since the gov-
ernment Ns as organized under the
Constitution of 1787 that the chief ex-
ecutive has left its territorial limits.
But Mr. -Roosevelt is not scrupulous
about observing pre8edents oi no
speial import and be has undertaken
the return trip from New Orleans. to
Washington by ocean voyage.
"Bring aboard a United States man,
of war he is still under the nation's
flag and constructively within its do-
minion, but as the ship most roceeoar
ily go outside of the three-re Snit,
he is, of course, beyond the boundar-
ies of the United States. It is prom-
ised, however, that the West Virginia
c n which he journeys, will, most of
the time, keep withinl stgtraling dist-
ance of United States ports by wire-
less telegraphy. ,
"The president would not be him-
self if he did not occasionally do
something a little out of the ordinary
and beyond the limits of conventional
practice. but in taking thir journey
be violates- only a precedent and not
,a law. But there is really little me-
son why the rule should be so closely
obsen,sed. Secretary Root is "on the
lid" at Washington, and Vice Presi-
dent Fairbanks is within hailing dist-
ance should there be an occasion for
him to assume the duties of the chief
C xecutive.
"No law of any European nation
restrains the chief exeetttive within
its limits. The crowned heads pay
frequent visits to neighboring coun-
aries The Emperor William has been,
within the past three months, in the
Baltic Sea consulting with the czar
and at Tangier declaring the independ
cnce of Morocco. President Loubet,
of France, has just ended a visit to
King Alfonso at Madrid. He went to
England aorrie time ago and King FA
:ward returned his visit. These inter-
national calls of their sovereigns or
presidents are in fact the chief means
by which the European rations reach
an entente and give evidence of mut-
ual cordiality.
"But really there is an interregnum
in the United States when the presi-
dent goes out of this country—a hia-
tus for which the constitution does
Dot provide. If there should be im-
mediate need for executive action
while Mr. Roosevelt is at 9ea, there is
'no one who could constitutionally fill
his place.
"This boldness and lack of corroen-
tionality in the president's character
constitute one source of his great pop
ularity He has a quality the French
call tete baisoee, a headstrong disre-
gard for either danger or formality
that the American people like, but its
entire wisdom is to be doubted. Mr.
Roosevelt. however, has a very strong
sense of right and duty which goes
far to compensate for, as well as - to
control, his lack of caution. His
temerity reaches no dangerous *ex-
treme. He has transcended the rulit fix
ed by his precedessors in office in
leaving the.countro'g territorial limits,
but no one really Seth-Res that in do-
ing so he has put the comitry in any
dangler or taken any unnecessary risk.
The nation at large will wish him
bon voyage."
, The United States is going to do a
little practical advertising which, will
no doubt prove profitable. Next April
a ateamithip provided by the United
States government, and supplied with
exhibit4 of American products, will
'Cave New York on a voyage of 60P4
000 miles and stop at European„Asi-
atic; African, South American and
West Indian ports. It will be a float
ing exhibition or, American wares and
productions which will be optned to
visitors, and bilsines men especially,
2.t seventy-five ports in forty-five for-
eign countries.
The Russian strike continues to
spread. There are rumor that a rev-
olution has already starttid as a re-
sult of the disturbance. It is also
said that the government has issued
orders that all gathering-s must cease
and order most prevail. The soldiery
has been told to use bullets and not
blank cartridges, and this makes the
outlook a g.00rny one. A clash will
mean a great flow of blood.. The
government is much disturbed and
the czar is said to be all ready to flee
to the sea at a moment's warning
Russia totters.
Undoubtedly seventy-five per cent
oi the good democrats throughout the
state want to see the Louisville ma-
chine gang defeated on the 7th prox.
The rare tired of the rule and ruin
policy of the metropolis faction,
which is out for swag more than for
principal, and in their di -'gust can
see only relief in defeat to them. It
will redound to the good of the party
of the state when the Louisville
crowd meets the Waterloo which they
have laid up for themselves at the
conning election.
The crowds which weicomeed Mr.
Roosevelt in New Orleans was so
dense that he was unable to make
anything like a speech. He had to
take it all out its bowing and waving
hi •i hands. When the people of the
South -do anything they never do it
half *ay. New Orleans' welcome to
the- country's chief executive was a
whole-souled one in all, respects.
•
The president's departure from
New Orleans Thursday night was
rather sensational. He was in a col-
lioion of another craft with the one
upon which he had taken passage,
but not with any serious conse-
quence's. The president evidently
continues to carry his usual good
luck.
It is announced from Waehington
that China has declined to accept the
treaty offered by this government
relative to admission of **migrants
from the Flowery Kingdom. The
Chinese having won some concessions
clearly mean to make another bluff.
Mayor MicClellan, of New York, is
being grordned for president on the
next national ticket whether or no,
so certain is his election considered.
New York once before had a mayor
who became president and history
often repeats itself.
Washington correspondents say
there is no doubt whatever but that
Congressman Williams 'will .be his
own suc-ceseor as the leader of the3.fr
Inirxxity• in the convi session of
congress.
Secretary 'Taft and another party
of jnnketers has started for the Isth-
mos of Panama.
Turn Down Quick Lunch
Londoners have shied at the Amer-
ican eat-in-a-hurry system, and a
quick-lunch establishment in the
Strand; which was formed last April
has gone into the hands of a receiver.
In the- United States, and especially
in the great cities of the country, the
quick-Itmchi system, has proved very
popular among the thousands of bus-
iness men, clerks, etc., who allow
themseltveo but a f ew minutes in
which to consume the noonday meal.
Hundreds of thousands of persons
'have harmed their d4estire organs
through this eat:on-the run systemi,
but the slow going Britisher*, cannot
be coaxed to support the lunch' coun-
ters, and die American capitalists
who founded them over there are
coming home with leas money and a
greater knowledge of English habits,
Nkes and dislike5 than they held be-
fore embarking in business in Lon-
British people take their time in
business and insist on eating their
trimly in a manner which does not
disarrange the digestive functions.
English business men live to longer
usefulness thnn the average Ameri-
can, and the proper care of their
stomachs is one of the secrets of
holding their business capacities to
an older age than their contsins on
this side. The Enolists people have
learned innovations; but it seems the
quick-ltuacti counters—nrverl
It is now said that Gen. Gomez,
who came to the Unitebk States from
Cilba to breathe free au!, is really
sending arms to Cobs which are to
he use in Is resialution.: The report
is_loothied otolorOze C n authori-
- rties.
GROVER SPEAKS
IS OUT IN LETTER ENDORS-
ING hic-CLELLAlis FOR
MAYOR.
Confessses Feeling of Astonishment
Over Evidence of Rank Hysteria
in Campaign.
New York, Oct. 27.—Ex-•'President
Grover Cleveland has written a letter
to Mayor George B. McClellan, in
which he endorses the latter's candi-
dacy for re-election as niSrpr of New
York City. The letter reached Mr.
McClellan today and reads as fob-
!tows: ' •
"Princeton N. J., Oct. aa, loos.
"My Dear Mayor McClellan—Not
being a resident of New York City
I am not sure thaf I. ought to con-
cern myself with itsorniu. olcipal pol-
itics. I find it impossible, however,
to outgrow my interest in all that
affects the welfare and fair name of
the city of my former residence, otr to
forget the kindness and consideration
of my former neighbors.
"If this were not my condition of
mind I hardly Oil* My personal
friendship for you, or nay attachment
tb the party you represent, or even
my absolute corrfidence in pur fidelity
in public politics, could move me to
make any expression touching the
pending ordnicipal canvass.
. "I confess to a feeling of astonish-
ment when I see the evidences of
rank hysteria pervading 'a canvass
which slsouhl especially be character-
ized by sober thoughtfultieto Ques-
tions of the most far-reaching im-
portance seem to be pressed upon the
city's voiters, not so much as sub-
jects demanding their serious reflec-
tion and thorough information as
subjects furnishing oportunity for
appeals to passion and -misinform*,
tion cunningly intended to aid per-
sonal ambitions and unworthy pur-
poses.
"There are conditions just now pee.
sailing Which naturally Sisggest this
as a favorable time for demagogic
manipulation of the people; and no-
where are those conditiorts so invit-
ing to those who are willing to be
demagogues as in the city of New
Yorkt
"Every man who thinks most know
that the opportunity thus offered to
lay tspon the unusually aroused pop-
ular prejudices, resentments and pas-
sions, has not been o4 looked, and
that the constant stimdhhion of these
things contributes the chief stock in
trade of some of those who are now
bidding for the people's otipport.
Every thinking man , 'also ap-
preciate the fact that =stre•prita-
ciplet and theories •thiltd4ifigf
pending municipal canvass which vi-
tatty concern the city', future life.
"In these circumstances bow plain-
ly it is the duty of errej voter who
hat the welfare of your great munici-
pality antlAirt. Os avert the (tango-
threate raoh notion or by the
neglect of a good citizen's duty to
strive against the tide of demagogic
misrepresentations
"It is because I believe you are
looking in this directiou of dutiful
citizenship and represent the steadi-
ness and honest conservatism the
city needs, that I earnestly hope for
your election.
"Yours vory respectfully,
"GROVER CLEVELAND."
SLAVE OF THE DRINK MANIA
--
Connecticut Man Who Simply Can-
not Do Without His Bottle
New York. Oct. 27.—Phy.sicianes
here are interesting themselves in the
case of Thomas Shetidan, who has
served; forty years in jail in New
Haven, Conn.t for cbrunkenness He
began at twehty-, and is now sixty
years of age. During that period he
has never been out of jail for a
period longer than a week. During
his terms of imprisonment he bends
every energy to the fnvention of a
device by which he may get a few
cents on emerging. He altways suc-
ceeds. TOso drinks of whisky make
him riotously drunk. Vack he goes
to jail. He is of interest to physi-
cians because of hit abitolute aban-
donment tb the drink mania. So-
ciologists propose to use his case as
a lever to have the laws of Connec-
tkist made more humane.
DRAFT RESOLUTIOSS.
Committee of the 1840 Fellows Meets
This Evening for 'Otis Purpose.
This evening at the office of Jiullge
I). L. Sanders. in the City -Hall build-
ingt, a meeting will be held by the
c Hitter selected, to Waft resolu-
tions of respect regarding the de-
ceased utenibeis of Ohe ziko Fellows.
The coragrifttee e&oprises A. WI
Grief, W H Patterao mind Richisni
Graven. while the departed members
are Major Thomas E. Moss, Law-
rence Pasor and William Peal.
The committee was to have met
last week, but businessobf the mem-
bers prevented, so Oily will get to-
gether tonight.
It is reported from '4uSsia that the
promised order calainrish a national
assembly is all ready-Abe Promul-
gated.. It is claimed fhe strike
trothle* has hastened the order lit
question.
1 A St. Louis woman iii a damagesuit' against the transit or street rail-
- way line of that city has been award-
ed damages of $1 a day during heri
1 life.
l There has been no trotible yet at
gtitaglo Ky., over the miners' strike
• Akre. i
VISITORS COMING TAFT TO PANAMA
(Continued. from First Page.)
and candidates will form• in marching
order and proceed to St. Francis de.
Sales church, Sixth and Broadway.
los3q a. m.—High mass and K. C.
sermon by Rev. J. R. Voir, of Louis-
ville. Middle aisle front, both Sides,
will be reserved for kniglos and can-
didates. After mass disperse ice
lunch. •
1. p. m.—Candidates assemlble
in doh roonn. and knights in assent-
bly room of Red Men:is hall.
-8:3o• p. mi.--4Bantitiet at Palmier
house and addresses - by visiting
knights.
SET ASIDE SENTENCE.
Judge McCall Lets Paducah Negroes
, Off With Fine 0".
At Jackson, Ten., yesterday in the
United States court Judge McCall
suspended the eight months jail sen-
tence green Scott Overton, Steve
Mickley and Rube Greenwel), when
the latter were fined in addition $15o
apiece Thursday by that court, for
selling beer on the excursion train
run out of Jackson to this city Aug.
8. On- the judge remitting the jail
sentence given the prisoners, Overton
paid his liso fine, while the two oth-
er's are now trying to get up money
enough down there to pay their's
also.. All three reside here.
PRIZE WINNER.
Horse Show People Looking for San-
derson to Pay Him His
Premium.
The Horse Show promoters as*
lboloing for Mr. Sanderson, one of
farmers who won a prize at the horse
show last Saturday afternoon. He
did not leave his address and has
never called for the money his ani-
mal won in the exhibition, and the
directors of the show are looking for
him in order be can be sent a check
for that coming to him.
SIDELIGHT ON THE
POWERS CASE.
(St. Louis Republic.)
The curt decision of the United
States supreme court last week dis-
missing habeas corpus petition in be-
half of a prisaaer sentenced to the
chain gang in Macon, Ga., 'woes- not
look well for the case of Caleb Pow-
ers in the federal district court of
Kentucky.
Ill the Georgia case a man who
pleaded guilty to two charges 6f be-
ing drunk and disorderly was *enteric
ed in the recorder's court at Macon
to what seemed an exceptive term in'
tap chain gang. • Instead of seeking
remedy in the state courts, his attor-
neys applied to Federal District Judge
Emory Speer, who ordered the pris-
oner's teleaoe. On the ground that he
"was detained of his liberty and sub-
_sod to infamous punishment with-
oot doe process of law," contrary to
the Constitution of the United States
Upon the skate's contention that
the prisoner had been convicted in a
police court of summary powers, like
other. offenders of hi. class, and had
not exhausted his remedies before the
highest courts of the state, the su-
preme coin/ at Wathington denied
the petition and remanded the case,
thus upholding the action of the re-
corder's court in Macon.
The sentence of this Georgia offend
er-210 days in the chain gang--
seems to have been excessive, but the
supreme court declines to interfere in
a matter over which it has no jurisdic
tion. Hlo only remedy lay in the
state courts.
In the case of Caleb Powers it
need not be denied that there is very
ettong prejudice against the accused
in Kentucky, or that it is hard for
him to get a trial there that does not
result in corwiction. But the ground
or, which las case was taken out of
the state courts will hardly bold good.
The state of Kentucky' has not in the
cast of Powers denied "the equal pro
tection of the laws" required by the
Fourteenth amendment to the Conotie
trition. On the contrary, the state of
Kentucky hoe guarded the accused
man's rights with firm and jealous
hand.
Powers has been several times con-
victed in Kentucky courts of the mur-
der of Governor Goebel, ahd in every
case the ouprenve court of Kentucky
has tome to his protection anr, relief
by revorsirrg the lower court on er-
rors in the trial. If there be any
groonit for taking the case rifi Powers
into the feta,- court ,it certainly is
not the one alleged, for.the defendant
lists .reteived the protectiefi of the
stale in it& higWest court.
It is dell!' 'thin some affirmative act
of logiolation by * state would be nec
eseary to constitute an infringement
of the provision of the Fourteenth
atnendmient here cited. To make a
prejudiced verdict in a state court the
'
ground of invoking the federal judic-
iary would revolutionize our whole
system of criminal laws and upset all
thitherto exioting relations between
the state and federal governments.
•
LEFT WASHINGTON LAST
NIGHT FOR HIS LONG
TRIP.
First-Hand Infermation Wanted by
Szeretary in .!,''aking His Report
to Congress.
Waattingten, Oct. 27t--Secretary of
War Taft will leave Washington to-
night- -for Hampton Roads, and' from
there...will sail for Panama. He will
makte a coMpnehensive pee(onal in-
vestigation of conditions at Panama
and inform himself at first hand of
the needs of the canal to be present-
$1 to congress.
t 'Ay the cabinet officer responsible
for the administration of the canal
zone and the construction of the
canal). Secretary Taft wants direct in-
formation of canal conditions to give
to rhe committees of congress far
guidance in future legislation. He
will have a personal interview with
Chas. E. Magoon, the administrative
officer of the canal zone and minister
to the republic of Panama, and will
cons.'s* with Chief Engineer Stevens
to gain information vAsich cannot be
adequately presented in written re-
Others With
A number of officials connected
with the fortifications board will ac-
company Secretary Taft to secure
preliminary information as to needed
fortifications ,at the terminals of the
canal.
The party will consist of Secretary
'Taft, Gen. John P. Storey, Col. Clar-
ence R. Edward, Col. W. l‘t Black.
Maj. Gen. ,Geo. W. Goethale and
4..ient. Auk Brooks. the Past three
Officers named being of the corps
of engineers. Col. Black and Lieut.
Brooks were in Panama at the time
of the transfer of the property from
the Foentah company to the United
States government. Co). Edwards is
chief of the insular bureau, through
with the aininistrative affairs of
the canal have been t‘insacted.
W. W. Michler, assistant private
secretary to Secretary Taft, will ac-
company the party.
Second Anniversary.
Secretary Taft at the earnest re-
quest of officials of Panama and the
United States has timed his visit so
Os to be in Panama on' Nov. 3, the
second anniversary of the independ-
ence of the republic of Panama.. The
officials believe that his presence qa
this occasion will do much to
strengthen the relations between this
government and tto Isthmian repub-
lic.
Secretary Taft will go from Whets
ington to Old Point Comfort by
steamer, and will board the United
States cruiser Cohatibia at Hampton
Road" Saturday morning. The Co-
lombia has been prepared for the voy-
age and will at once sail for Colon
with the Taft party. She is a triple
screw vessel and can make very good
time Mr. Tait expects to remain
on the isthmus a week or ten days,
and will return to Wachingtos by
Nov. 15. He will take with him all
of the itneurtient, and data relating to
coma affairs, and it is exaxote I that
his import for the United States con-
gress will be very complete upon his
return.
GOVERNMENT IN BUSINE)IS.
gra aZ: 7.•••IPIr'" Z.,- 2 or
May Take Up Both Life and Fire In-
surance—Billa an Subject.
Chicago, Oct. 27.—A dispatch to
the Tribune from Washington, D. C.
ys Shall the United States govern-
gotit into the insurance business.'
f),
../..- question will be asked with a
good deal of force at the opening Of
congress.
dletricA, . parated
- Indlustrial reports from 4ifferent
indloding widely- 
sections of the country, have indicat-
ed their intention to introduce bills
regulating life insurance and even fire
insurance business. Inquiries have
peen made of the bureau of corpora-
tions at the department of cornmerce
and labor, and other' investigator's
have been studying methods in the
officr of the controller of the cur-
rency. .
There will be a msrober of bilis in-
troduced at the opening of congress
which will sweep away all intermedi-
ate steps and will provide that the
United *States government sfiali g0
into the life insurance business and
into the fire and' marine insurance
business as well, if Boob a thing is
possible.
Roman Lamps.
. Roman lamps were of many sizes,
but most of them very closely reseinh
led what it at present denhininated
sauce QT gravy boat. At one end
there was a ring, throtigh rhtch the
finger wal passed when the light was
carried. The body of the vessel was
filled with oil, and at the outer end
these was a small tube, through
which a rag wick was passed. When
this was lighted the smoke and odor
of the earasid fat employed were ex-
tremely' offensive. Mitai Roman.
poet% mention the abominable efflu-
vium sent out by the lamps at the
feats.
The I•Tow York Central railr sollitas
placed tan order for' 25,000 freight
a...-Xlcis order breaks all records.
.....1111•1 0111111h.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 543,
MATINEE AND
TO-NIGHT
Great Barlow
MINSTRELS
J. A. COBURNapwner and Manager.
Everything new tho season.
See the beautiful patriotic ensemble.
"The AdoralliTubilea"
The latest in Song and Story.
Real, interesting presentation of life
aboard an "American Man-of-War."
—:-35—WHITE ARTISTS-35:—
EVERY PROMISE FULFILLED.
New Singers New Comedians
New Songs New Jokes
New Stories New Novelties
New Specialties and Exclusive
Vaudeville Features.
BIG STI1EET PARADE AND
CONCERT.
PRICES—Matinee---ac and soc.
Night-25c, 35c, soc and 75c.
Seats on sale Friday.
possossioo
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE S.
MONDAY NioGAT 30
KANE, SHIPMAN & COLVIN
PRESENT
ALBERTA GALLATIN
IN
The London and New York Comedy
Success
'COUSIN KAM
BY
HUBERT HENRY DAVIS
Direct from Hudson Thilatre, N. Y.
Prices: 1$. 35, so, 75, $z and $1.50.
Seats on sale Saturday at 9 a. tn.
TH KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548.
•TUESDAY "AV 31
RETURN OF THE FAVORITE
The Glittering Comic Opera Success.
The forbidden Land
Book by Guy F. Steely
Music by Frederic Chapin.
WITH THE' COMEDIAN
EDWARD GARVIE.
The Original Cast and Great Beauty
Chorus, mounted and costumed
with lavish splendor.
65—PEOPLE-65
Two carloads of scenery.
Seats on sale Monday at 9 a. m
Prices: ao, 35, 50, 75, $z ard
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548.
WEDNESDAY TN I
BROADHURST AND CURRIE
PRESENT
CHAS. A. C HORN
MASON & MASON
In the Big Musical Extravaganza
FRITZ AND SNITZ
With a company of
SIXTY PEOPLE
INCLUDING
THE FAMOUS BEAUTY CHORUS.
Prices: as, 35, so, 75 and Stoo.
Seats in gale Tuesday.
Dr. R. E. Hearne
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE 444.
The Mohammedons of Bengal are
otganizinto tkmonstnations in favor
of the partition of the presidency, in
order to annoy the ;Hindus Who are
nnarsimous against t .
The tunnel unde Bakers Hill, on
the I:. St N. road at Guthrie, Ky.,
has, berg creripirt It IS tWO miles
long aod cost $2,.. 960
".
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Largest Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction Guaranteed
. Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers 
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing o.
BOTH PHONES 72 SALES ROOMS 14-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
• THE *RIVER NEWS
s
e
• 0
Ise
Stages Yesterday.
Cairo, 204; rising.
Chattanooga, 2.9; rising.
Cincinnati, I*;
Evansville, 14.5; rising.
Florenee, 1.7; rising.
Johnsonville, 2,44 falling.
Lotisville, 8.2; rising.
Mt. Carmel, 9.o; rising.
Nashville, 11.3; rising.
Pittsbmg, 4.5; rising.
DaV1S Island Dam, 6.8; rising.
- St. Louis. 16.3; rising.
Mt. Vernon, 12B: rising.
Paducah., Ina; rising.
Tpday's boat in the Evapsville
trade is the steamer Warrenn.
At 8 o'clock thimnorringishe Dick
Fowler skips out for Cairo. She re-
ek turns tonight about it o'clock.
The Henry Harley came in yester-
day from Evansvilk and got out im-
mediately on her return that Away.
The Bob Dudley leaves Nashville
today and gets here next Monday or
Tuesday from the Cumber-broad' river.
This afternoon at 5 o'clock "the
steamer itemocky gets-. out Aar the
'Tennessee river. She COW, back
nein next Thursday.
The City of Saltillo will arrive to-
morrow afternoon at ,St. Louis and
leave there Monday afternoon on her
return this way for the Tennessee
river. She gets here on her waf up
Wednesday.
rapt. Ilan Finney has sold to Mem
phis. Teen., parties for Sto,000, his
towboat Victor and two barges, while
he has art a deal kir the sak of his
dry-docks and other boat Remake,
and on consummation of the negotia-
tions he ns:11 leave for California for
hie "health and locate.
EX-PADUCANAN
MRS. MATILDA MOSS PHELPS
DIED Afr VERSAILLES,
KENTUCKY.
Mrs. Hazel Gowan Passed Away at
Metropolis of Typhoid Fever—
O. C. Kennedy's Child Dead.
/Yesterday at Versailles, Ky., there
was buried Mrs. Matilda Mods
Phelps, who expired after a long M-
ises'. a
• The deceased was a trained nurse
and ii bare several years ago. Five
YeAr* ince she married Dr. R. M.
Phelps, the hornessoathist, who wis
with Dr. W. C. Eisbanka for a long
while, and who located at Versailles.
His wife was 33 years of age and a
lovnbk•- and charming woman
whose friends deeply regret to•teaint
of her demise which occurred Thum:
day.
Died of Typhoid Fever.
After a several weeks' illness wflh
typhoid fever there died yesterday
snoring at 4 o'clock in Metropolis,Mrs 
Hate) Gowan. who was 21 years
of age, and daughter of Mr. L. C.
Flanagan,* formerly stiperintendent of
the water and light plant of that
neighboring city.
She was a moat popular and lovable
woman of Metropolis, and will be
buried today. Besides her parents she
in survited by her husband.
Id Died of Fever.
The 2- r-O'd+ daughter .of Mr. 0.
C. Kenn , of the Little Cypress
etction, died yesterday at noon from
typhoid' lever, and will be buried this
efternoon at 2 O'C}OCk at Mt. Cypress
cemetery.
Wants a Divorce.
Willie Blanks filed 5nit for divoce
against Minor Blanks, on the ground
that he has been gvilty• of cruelty re-
wards hoer, They were married Siee-
temberd iStis t04.-and she claims his
inhuman treatment cogmelled her to
leave him October 74( 1905.
WANT CASH
INSURANCE AGENTS TO UNITE
TO DO A THIRTY DAY -
BUSINESS.
Have Wearied of Carrying Business
at a Loss of Much Money to
Themselves.
The movement the fire insurance
agents of this city have on foot will
affect every person in Paducah car-
rying insurance on their property, as
it is to establish a rule compelling
every property owner to pay the
premium on his fire insurance pol-
icy in thirty days after sone is is-
sued to him. The agents have been
quietly formulating their plans and
believe that their new movement will
be the salvation of the extraordinary
'credit system which has prevailed
among them for a number of years.
Looking towards thi.: end the local
board some day ago held a meeting
and completely reorganized their
body, Edward Asbbrook being elm. t-
ed president, Will Hurtlinal and Chas.
t. Jennings vice presidents, Robert
L. Reeves treasurer, S. T. Randall
secretary, and ellecative committee
of the following: Eli G. Boone, chair-
man; Muscoe Burnett and Louis L.
Bebout.
Heretofore the insurrance agents
have had to carry some people on
their books for as long -as three to
six months before they would pay
the agents the premiums due for the
policies, while it is nothing for a prop
erty or to take otst a policy cover
big his building, stock or furniture
hold same for a month or two ahd re-
turn it to the agent with the remark
that he believed he did not want it.
In the-se cases the agent would have
to payi the fire insurance, companies
out of their own pockets for what
period the policy had run, the prop-
erty owner thereby getting free their
iesurance ,for the month or two, at
the expertise of the agent.
The insurance comptnies doing
businerri in this city compel their
agent!' the lust week of a month to
remit to them the premiums for all
the policies, written during the priced
ing month, no matter whether the
pedicy bolder has paid the erect or
not. The company looks to the agent
v.-ho has to forward before the toth
all due them for, every policy issued
the month before, while the agerd.
looks to the policy holder for the
premarm. No matter if the policy
holder does not pay for three months
agent has to do so monthly, and
any local representative does
arge busines. they leave to carry
nds rel dollars' worth of credit
acCfirded the policy holder.
One .of the agents yesterday said
that their object now was to estah-
lish. an ironclad rule that credit will
not be given anybody over thirty
days, and that at the end of that time
if the property owner does not pal
bin premium the policy will he taken
away from him, cancelled and return-
ed to the company. The agent;. will
then establish a "black Ilse" and when
ever a policy has to be taken away
from any man because he does not
pay his premium, his name is placed
'on this list and then no other agent
in the city will issue to him a policy
to cover his property until he ;has
paid to the other agent that portion
of the premium due for the period of
time clasping between date of issne
of policy and when it *as taken up
andjeancelled for non-piymynt of the
piesnintk.
The agents are trying to get down
to a5 great a Cash basis as possible
the payment of prcirriurne, sad claim
undue, advaraage.-, are take* of Orem
in numerous instances by firme and
individuals well able to pap immt-
ctiat.ly, but who let the, account run
for months and do not stop to think fifteen and a halt days, the Argentine
that the agent had to "crises up" to government will pay a monthly pub-
his company the first of every month sidy of itia,000.
following that in which the policy was
written the amount of the premium, Subscribe for THE REGISTER.
•
For Wedding Gifts1
-,t CAR OFF TRACK
leICH CUT GLASS.
THE RIGHT KIND.
You wouldn't think of presenting a
piece that was not strictly high-grade
—if you knew it. The best grade—
finest cuttings—at the fairest prices—
And the largest aelections are our in-
ducernerite for your cut glass trade.
J. L. WOLFF
The Progressive Jewelry Store.
NOW IS
THE TIME
To beein saving
money for Christ,
mas. Start an ac-
count today and
watch it grow.
We pay 4 per ct.
on deposits.
Mechanics'
& farmers
Savings
Bank,
227 BROADWAY.
- - - - - --
less the agent's commission.
The agents 'have betn going about
their plans quietly, but their move-
ments have. linked out. They will
shortly ihold another meng eti for the
purpose' of finally adopting their
plans and setting the date for inau-
guration of the new rules which will
be ironclad and money put up for for-
feiture if any of them break the reg-
ulations.
AD ED INSANE.
Stanford, Ky., Oct. 27.—John W.
Gooch, who shot and, killed his father,
Mack Henry Gooch, vsas adjudged
insane and ordered to Lakeland asy-
film. He halo been in the asylum
three times.
To each *flipping company wh4cli
adopts the refrigerating s)estem and
guarantee, to snake the voyage from
Buenos Ayres to Lisbon or Vigo in
NO. re' FLEW RAILS AT rell'H
AND MADISON
sSTREETS.
Juetice Barber Heard Evidence in
Case Regarding Motorman Rose
With Flourishing Gun.
!THEATRICAL NOTES
Yesterday ereet car. Np. tor
jtenped the track at Twelfth and
Madison streets‘ and it took quite a
while to get it again on the rails.
While it was off traffic on that di- ,
vision was partially blotked.
At two places on Jackson street
last night the trolley wire broke, once
near Sixth and Jackson and the other I
farther out the street. This resulted
in business being suspended on this'
division for an hour or so until the,
linemen cond repair the wire. The'
management is finding the overkead
wiring in bad condition at a number I
of places, and new wires will be one
of the first improverpents effected byl
the new owners.
In a few days the owners of the!
line will commence tearing up their
switch which now stands on Madison
near Twelfth street and move same(
to Twelfth between Clay and Trim-
ble. They believe it would serve
them better at the later point and
last Wednesday procured permission
front the board of public works to
make the change.
Rose's Ca• se.
Yesterday Justice Richard Barbe?.,
heard the evidence in the warrant
charging Motorman Grundy Rose
with flourishing his revolver out on
Broadway about Twelfth street law
Sdndlay during a difficulty with Sam
Scott, an Illinois Central railroader.'
After hearing the testimony the mag-
istrate announced that•he would ren-
der his decision later. Rose is a non-
union attache of the car line and
claims Scott called him a "scab.' and
this brought on troouble, during
which he knocked Scott down, and
claims that Scott struck him with
brass krrucks. Scott denies striking
him with anything of this character.
REPORTED DEAD
SAID THAT ALBRITTON SUC-
CUMBED TO WOUNDS IN-
FLICTED.
Parties Charge That Bradley Was
Only Struck With Empty Cigar
Box, When He Pulled Gun
•
Deputy United States Marshal Geo.
Saunders arrived yesterday from
Clinton and slates he heard that J. 1-11
Albritton had died from effects of the
gunshot wvirmds inflicted on him sev-
eral days ago by Sam Bradley at
Pryorsburg, Graves county. Some
one informed the deputy dis the train
that the injured man was dead, but he
does not know it for sure on account
of the unreliability of anything defi-
nite.
Aritton is the section foreman foie
the Illinois Central at Pryorshurg
and some days ago while eating a
meal fie and several other of the crew
began pitching an empty cigar box at
each other, when it accidentally flew
Over and struck Bradley. Parties
claim that without provocation furth-
er than this that Bradley pulled out
his gun, and with an oath, told Al-
lritton to "Take that" and cracked
down on the other, shooting him
twice thmugh the body.
Both are welt known men of that
section and have families'. Other re-
ports coming in from that vicinity
state that Albritton is sill alive and
may pull through alright.
With an entirely new and original
conception in first-part sFtting, cos-
tumes, etc., -fie. introducfion 04 the
latest and binp:k In popular, topical,
sentimental' *rag-time hits which
have captive the public fancy, a
splendid vaudeville bill of exceptional
interest, and a eraips of singers and
comedians superior to any heretofore
carried with the organization, the
Barlow Minstrels who this season ap-
pear at the Kentucky on Oct. 28, mat-
inee and night, will present one of
the best and most popular theatrical
attractions.
The street parade and band con-
cert, at 11:30 o'clock wii include the
latest medley, characteristic, rag-time
and march publications of the season.
`"The Forbidden Land."
The management of "The Forbid-
den Land," the Steely-Chapin comic
opera, which will be presented here
at the Kentucky theater on Tuesday
night, with an excellent cast, headed
by Edward Garvie, is particularly
proud of its chorus, It is pretty, live-
ly, chipper alai full of ginger. The
little girls are diainty and pert: the
large ones are stately and stunning;
the men are tall and good looking
and fine appearing. But, best of all,
every one is a singer. All are trained
to the tr.inute, and the whole picture
is more than unusually atmospheric
and a delight. "The Forbidden
Land" is declared to be an unusual
comic opera treat and as such must
interest the local amusement seeker.
"Cousin Kate."
Alberta Gallatin, who will be hap-
pily remembered by theatergoers of
this city in several roles, is to
appear at the Kentucky on Itflonday
in "Cousin Kate," the Haagen Thea-
ter,' New York, opening suorese, one
of the cleverest and hest seefeesedirov-
edies ever put on the stage. Miss
Gallatin's work as an emotional ac-
tress is ''ell known here area lovers
of all that is good in plays are as-
sured that in the comedy role of
'Cousin Kate" Miss Gallatin, if such,
a dring is poossriblie, does even better
work than in the heavier lines of the
drama, allowing, of courSe, for the
difference in the class of acting re-
quired Her humor. gayety and wit
are spontaneous and will be long re-
membered by those who see the play
as one of the prettiest pieces.of act-
ing of the season.
"Fritz and Snits."
Macon and Mason. in the biginittei-
cal comedy "Fritz and Snits," will be
the offering at the Kentucky on Wed-
nesday night. This company is un-
der the direction of the prominent
New York managers. Broadhurst and
Currie. who are said to have spared
no expense in making it a most elab-
orate musical comedy production,
having given great attention to every
detail) of sceniC environment and
electrical devices. The sixty mem-
bers of the company are said to be
a revelation of splendor. The play
which is in its second season, has
been rewritten up-to-date and' many
new musical numbers have been add-
ed The girls in the chorus are said
to be very beautiful and the many
musical ensembles which they do, are
said to be noteworthy features of
the show.
RUSSELL AT WORK.
Affecting a Settlement Between Ven-
ezuela and France.
Caracas, Venezuela, Oct. 27.—Mr.
Russell, United States minister to
Venezuela, is now engaged in effect-
jog a settlement of the dispute with
France. He has been having several
interviews daily with Senor Ybarra,
Venezuelan iminieter of foreign af-
fairs. The conditions/ of settlement
are suseeirsion of the do:tire decree
against the officers of the French Ca-
ble company, pending the arrival of
a delegate from France, the withdraw
'A French watchmaker has made a al of the protest and of the counter-
watch with a too-franc gold piece. 'protest.
monesnmaiimommommus
Fountain
yringes
The kind that don't spring a
leak every time you use them.
They are made of new rubber
—rubber that has stretch in it
—new Paca rubber, the best
yet
p
J. IL Oehlschlaeger,
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
Bacon's Malarial
Ionic Capsules
ARE THE 'ORIGINAL TONIC
CAPSULES."
THE ONES THAT PLAVE MADE
SUCH A REPUTATION IN PA-
DUCAH FOR CURING CHILLS.
AND MALARIA.
PRICE soc.
TAKE NO OTHER.
THEY ARE dIARANTEED.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7th: ii,cgykisonts,Sptsk;onpehone 237,
1111111111111111211111IIMIRIMIIIMIliggagoggla
The recollection of the quality of
our prescriptiens remains long after
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
7th and Broadway. Tel. 758.
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in th•
city.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CI.71,E.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER.
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
Vegetated
Calomel
NEVER GRIPES NOR SALI-
VATES. ALL DRUGGIST toe.
H. T. Hessig. M. D.
Office
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone 270.
Best, Kentucky Lump 13 Cents. Best Kentucky Nut 12 Cents
There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to OurOCoal Than the Ordinary:Coal.
THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
Second and Ohio Streets.
(INCORPORATED.)
• C. M. BUM?, Manager. Both Telephone Numbers 254
•
•.4.4001000.0N0‘4•442o0it... ,.. LL..41441101004.40411 .1104011111160,11. seasieeeirseaeolleseeleole dn .
MOST REMARKABLE DANDY
IN WORLD KEPT HIMSELF
YOUNG FOR 91 YEARS.
Pikhali Stepanoff, the crown prince
of dandies, the man whose garb and
manner would have put a Beau
Bruminel to shame for shabbiness
and lack of courtesy and good breech-
ing is dead.
IBut even in death Stepanoff, the
last of the dandies, as be was called
aN over Russia, has made one last ef-
fort to revive that race, and in this
will he his set aside the sum of $200,-
000 to found a school of physical
.beauty for aged gentlemen.
Besides that, the aged dandy, an-
gered because his only son refused
to follow in his footsteps, and who
ridiculed his father'e fashions, left
to that son his 365 pairs of false
-teeth.
Stepanoff was of Yarensk, in Vo-
lorela roe ',ice far no in tle• bleak
-north of Russia. His home, the are
oestral castle of his fathers, stood on
an eminence overlooking the little
Russian city, and across that to the
valley (where the Yarega river, flow-
ing down from the mountains to the
north, emptied its snow-chilled waters
into the warmer Ted current of the•
Witchegda.
There, in that cold, bleak but gor-
geously fikernished castle, in one of
the most provincial of provincial
-towns of northeastern Russia, among
people but little over half
surrounded by a society of his own
making, or by guests from Moscow
or St. Petersburg, the old nobleman
sat in State, dictating the fashions
that dazzled the people of all Vo-
log& and a code of honor that was
almost absurd 75 years age).
In that remote town Mikhail Step-
anoff wore the rainment of New
York, of Paris, of London, and Ber-
lin; anti the women whom he hon-
ored as his guests he dressed in the
clothes of Worth, piled upon them
the jewels of Tiffany. American cor-
set makers made corsets for hirruself
and his guests, American miLliners
and Parisian made their hats, and the
American corset maker designed 'or
him.-for the great Stepanoff—cor-
sets, and dress makers fitted him
with pads and paddings.
Hie own tailor, employed for a
long term of years, and two assist-
ants were kept busy constantly de-
signing new clothes for him padding
'his calves and his body to beautiful
proportions.; masseurs worked hours
each day to keep fresh his complex-
ion and plumpen his sunken cheeks
and brighten his eyes and hair. And
(despite his 91 years, Stepanoff died
looking hide a youth of 25.
He left over Loco costtsmes, with
silk stocking" to match each one, and
he left 365 pairs of falee teeth, a pair
for each day of the year—and a wig
for each day that went with the
teeth.
Sevetoy years ago, when Stepanoff
was a young man, he traveled to
Paris and London. Then he was a
wild, free, roistering young Russian
of noble family, rough, uncouth, but
strong, virile and handsome. He
saw in Paris and in London a new
world—one of which he never before
had dreamed—a world that dazzled
'him, who had seen nothing but the
rough, warm clothes of his home and
the coarse garments, of the peasantry.
He returned home a bit of a dandy,
and within a year tociie se his ,wife
eine of the most beautiful girls of the
district. He garbed her in the garb
of the fine ladies he had seen in
Paris, and he himsedf dressed in
„silks and satins, the silk stockings
on his weN turned Pegs setting off
his magnificent figure beautifully.
His wife, beaetifel as she was, cared
little for the clothes be insisted upon
her wearing, and' little by little she
dropped back into the native cos-
tume, that became her even better
than did the frills and furbelow, of
the western Europeans.
;And esthen• her son came'
even less for dress.
About that time Stepanoff ramie
Into rereseseion of the family estates
red I egan to attract attention nut-
side his own neighbnsiiood. Ills
beauty of (sees and his cetwey man-
ners were krown in the Courts of St.
Poet-slime and Mbeetew.
TIto &ed, the son grew up,
Stenenoff preeed middle life, but in-
stead of settline clown and forgetting
the frivolities. he termed his atten-
tion more and more to dress, His
eon, v.)o became a student and then
lowyer at Moscow. bad no patience
evi:11 his fethee'a fad rod they quar-
reled constaatly when they were to-
Always well dreescd and a stately,
courtly man, Stepanoff grew greater
in his fad as he Frew o'der. The fact
that his physical charms were slip-
pi •g (Imre him. aroused him, and
;when Ic v as &a rod showing .the
eava-es ei`age Vs fad torned•to fran-
lie. dc'eoeired (floe to lecie young
It was then that his fame end the
extraval :nee of hie deco and man-
ners heran 'o 571 al; Peiss'a. and he
became krnwn ii tf!..t T1rit (1 States, I
Ciernesny, France andl England. His
cast* was re-nodded rnd filled with
the finest furnitere and fittines.
Then Stepar.off subscribed for
every fashion paper in the voeld oil
any size, and these he react constant-
ly, gaining new ideas of drefs, both
masculine and feminine. fie jour-
neyed to St. Petersburg ar.d Mirsenve
she cared
Paris at stated intervals, and
held levees in his hotel apartments,
at oilich the young court beauties
were the guests of honor, and with
them. he discussed entrancingly the
latest modes and fasfhions.
The beautiful curves of his figure
were disappearing rapidly, as his
great age told upon him, but he was
as sprightly of step as ever, and he
determined to restore 'himself. He en-
tente!l into comerumication with a New
York "physical culture" school. An
expert was sent from New York far
up to Yarensk and Stepanoff ernierged
from the interview remodeled. He
always wore short breeches and silk
stockfings with his costumes, declar
ing modern "trousers" an abomina-
tion and a destroyer of male beauty.
And the physical culture expert built
him a pair of legs that would have
attracted attention in the front row
of any ballet.
Stores of pairs of breeches of silk
and satin and moleskin and booad-
cloth were fashioned to the form and
pact&d. to it.
It was America that had restored
him, and Stepanoff, duly grateful, ap-
plied to Moe-rice again, and pur-
chased 365 pairs of false teeth of
dazzling whiteness. An expert went
again up the Volergella and fitted the
teeth until they were perfect. A
Parisian wig-maker went thane, and
the wigs were made and delivered.
Five years ago, at the great 'New
Year festivitiee i n St. Peters'b'urg, he
appeared in his gayest attire.
"I didn't know old Stepanoff had
a gearrdson," remarked one acquaint-
ance. and Stepanoff, hearing of the
tnistakie, was pleased and offended
at the same time.
But, despite his age and the gibes
that were east toward him, Stepanoff
front his own castle in the bleak
town over near Siberia, was recog-
nized throughout Russia as the first
authority in all the Czar's domains on
questions of linees—either masculine
or feminine--and he was corasulted
by noble women and great men as
to the correct attire for state occa-
sions, always responding and giying
the desired information.
He reoeived, it is known, zio dif-
ferent fashion magazines, printed in
all parts of the world, and from dime
he gleaned the best, sometimes writ-
ing personally to editors, correcting
their mistakee as to dress matters.
Recently he died But before be
died the made a will. In it he said:
"My son has insulted Ine so often
that' I hope these 365 sets of teeth
which I hereby bequeath him may
help 'hiss to chew aed to swalow all
his insults."
The castle and clothes he left to
his favorites, arid the rest of hie for-
tune, $.z00000, he left to found "a
school of physical beauty for aged
gentlemen" at Yarensk.
The Place of Women
It is strange how slow men are to
recognize that in all matters of prac-
tical hygiene the women are neces-
sary. says "American Medicine." We
shall never have clean cities until
they undertake the job, nor 'hall we
know how to be good national house-
keepers until the private housekeep-
er* of the nation extend their hered-
itary function to public needs and
clutiee. Every time the women are
given a charier to clean up a dirty
city, carry on a crusade against pub-
lic die -ace and immoralities, they
ale successful, and there is at once
a new order of things. In one state
the men, the eaters of meat and mak,
ers of la-ves, legally allowed the butch-
ers to carry on their work in such
a diseased and disgusting manner
that the health and morale of the
Whole people were affected. Oho wo-
man alone reformed and cleaned up
the whale above and made the slaugh-
ter hotoess of the state models of 'hy-
gienic order and decency. Here is
another instance: In a Michigan city.
Kalamazoo, the women grew tired of
filthy streets and disregard: of law
and they got permission to clean one
street for a Vkl)iic, on the same con-
ditions as the contractor had not
cleaned it.' They did the work, ete
foreed sit/inhering ordinances to
wake up, demonstrated to the city
that cleanliness was as easy and as
cheap as filthiness, and now the men
and politicians of Kalamazoo say
they have learned their lesson and
that they will carry out the reform
in all the streets of the city. The
movement was instituted by MT's.
Caroline Bartlett Crane, who alto
did slick marvelous work, in the
Michigan slaughter houses. There
should, be a women's civic club or
city intprovernent league in every
American city and town
Low Rates to California.
From Septernber Ts, to October 31,
the Illinoie Central P.ailraad com-
pany will eel( one-way tecond-claes
tickets to San Francisco, Los Ange-
es, San Diego, Cal., for $3J .0O.
J. T Donovan, Agt. Paducah, Ify.
G. C. Warfield, T. A., Union Depot.
Having inquired of the leading om-
nibus railway and parcel carrier com-
panies an/to the blest material for road
paving, the council of Lambeth, Lor-
dein, finds that the majority are in
favor of wOod blocks. _
A LETTER
ON INSURANCE.
(Lexington Herald.)
The New York Life Inurance com-
pany has issued a statement to each
policy holder, purporting to be a let-
ter from Charles A. McLane, agency
director of the Pacific branch office.
That letter begins by saying:
"After wading through the mass of
abuse, grose misrepresentations and
libelous statements that have been di-
rected against the New York Life
and it officers., one great big fact
stands out bright and cleat, and it is
thi e Human ingenuity has been ex-
hausted in repeated efforts to find a
dishonest dollar acquired or tak-
en by any officer of the New York
Life, but all in vain; and it never will
be found that any officer of our com-
pany has made money directly or in-
directly for his own use by any man-
ipulation of New York Life funds.
Everything done by our officers, as
revealed by the present legislative
committee, was done in the interest
of our policy holders, and in doing
what they did, our finance committee
and our offiters have made millions
of money for the policy holders.
"We frankly anct lively admit that
when we made up our minds to rid
ourselves of all stocks, we did not
blazen unto' the world that we had
oteuritiee of that nature to sell. We
did riot dump those securitiee upon
the market to be slaughtered. We
sold them in a safe, conservative way,
and by so doing realized a great deal
more money than would have been
the case had we placed them in the
share's of brokers to be sold. We have
not been criticised for selling, but the
methods we employed to sell them
seem to displease some newepapers.
The policy holders, however, are glad
to 'know that the method, were abso-
lutely safe and the profits big.
"We freely admit that einoe then
we have received stocks and bonuses
or compensation for helping the sak
of bonds, in which operations we in-
curred no risk; but we have net car-
ried such stocks as absolute assets.
We have always sokt them, and then
the money realized became an abso-
lute asset.
"We freely admit that we contrib-
uted to campaign funds during thelast three presidential elections. We
did it to defeat free silver. We didit in arid for the interest of our poli-
cy holders. Our contribution of last
year was about five cents from each
policy holder. Unquestionably and
undoubtedly eighty per cent of our
policy holders would have voted far
the' contribution."
This letter is, so strikingly in line
with the other representations
made by the various other life insur-
ance companies that we cannot resist
calhng attention to it and pointing
out some of itsi fallacies and decep-
tions.
The writer of it says that "libelous"
statements have been directed against
the New York Life and it officers.
There lees been no suit brought by
any officer, agent, director of the
New York Life company against
any paper, nor hag that company- itself
dared go into court to sue any maga-
zine, whether it be "Everybody's,"
that publishee Lavoson's articles, or
any paper that has charged those offi-
cials with corruption and perjaro. Ac-
cording to that letter, the New York
Life "frankly and freely admits" va-
sire's things, among others, that it
contributed to campaign funds during
the last three presidential elections,
and states that it did it to defeat free
Alver. Officers of this company, in
response to an inquiry from the gov-
ernor of Texas, directed to the presi-
dent of the company, John A. Mc-
Call, onade affidavit that the company
had not contributed a cent, "to their
knowledge, and they were in a posi-
tion io know if any such contribu-
tion, had been made." Now they
"frankly and fr.ely" admit they did
and seem to think it is simile paHia-
tion to their act that their contribu-
tion was only five cents from each
policy holder. Like the Scotch girl's
baby, "its FIO little it ought not to
count" is their plea. They had ths
same right to steal a million dollars
they had to steal five cente.
No one in America desired the de-
feat of Bryan in 1896 and isioo more
than did we, and yet it arouses our
paesionate indignation that these men
is' charge of a life insurance company
to which we paid our money for the
protection of those we love, should
have dared, should have had the infi-
nite itooknoe, to steal part of that
money to give to a campaign fund.
In view of the revelations made be-
foie the legislative investigating com-
mittee of New York we state that it
is our conviction that every public
statement we have ever examined of
the New York Life Insurance corn-
patio is based on falsehood and so
framed aa to deceive the public and
the policy holders; and that the men
in charge of that company—John A.
McCall and George W. Perkins—
ought to be dismissed from the ctatn-
pany. There could be no service ren-
dered the American public greater
than to have MicCall, Perkins, McCur
ely, Alexander and Hyde put in the
penitentiary. It is not only the cor-
ruption they have been guilty of; itis not only the thefts they have com-
mitted, it is the debauchery of public
morale, the lowering of public fillildr
ands, for which they have been rayon
-
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REA.1, ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL EsTA:rx wasTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. dASIMONTHLY PAYMENt LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERNKENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND BS= LISTFREE To EVERYBODY. SEND L .
111:DG R W. WilliTTENIOILIC. eutuusb. a.
NEW GOODS
FOR
Fall and Winter
HAVE ARTIVED
An elegant line of imported cloths
and suitings for Fall and Winter.
Make your aelections now and
avoid the rush.
DICKE di& BLACK
MERCHANT TAILORS.
5z6 Broadway, Opp. Fratecnity Bid.
TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE
SCOTT BROS. & CO.'S CELE-
BRATED
Dig!)
Life flour
WHEN YOU WANT THE BUT.
Dr. Stamper,
Dentist.
Office over Leading. It Lydon.
309 Broadway.
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4.
Columbia Building.
Phon 1041 Red.
NOTICE OF
CHARTER RE-EXTENSION.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
Office of Comptroller of the Currency.
Washington, D. C., Oct. to, 1905.
WeriEREAS, by satisfactory evidence
presented to the undersigned it has
been made to appear that "Tbe First
National Bank of Paducah," located
in the City of Paducah, in the Coun-
ty of McCracken and State of Ken-
tucky, has complied with all the pro-
visions of the Act of Congress "to en-
able National Banking Associations
to extend their corporate existence,
and for other purposes" approved July
12, 1882, as amended by the Act ap-
proved April 12, 1902;
NOW, THEREFORE, I, William
B. Ridgely, Comptroller of the Cur-
rency, do hereby certify that "The
Piro National Bank of Paducah," lo-
cated in the City of Paducah, in the
County of McCracken and State of
tentucky, is authorized to have suc-
cession fix the period specified in its
amended articles of association; name-
ly, until close of business on Octoher
to, 1925.
In testimony whereof witness my
hand and seal of office this Tenth day
of October, 1905.
(SEAL.) WM. B. RIDGELY,
Comptroller of the Cuerency.
Charter No. 1599. Extension No. 932.
sible, that makes there rraost culpable
In the eyes'of honest men.
Mr McLane, in the letter whigh he
has issued, either through blindness
on his part or through tile pellets that
the policy holders in his company are
idletsa closes his letter by saying:
Ii conclusion, I want to say that
the New York Life is managed as
carefully. conservatively, honestly and
successfully ae any financial institu-
tion in the world.
If that statement be true, Lawson's
charge, that every dollar entrusted to
aoy financial institution in America is
In danger, is true.'
W. Ma Mir& Geo. W. OUver.
Benion, Ky. Paducah, Ky.
'rhos B. McGregory,
Benton, Ky.
OLIVER, OLIVER
& McGREOOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky,
Room ita Fraternity Building.
New Phone Ica. Old Phone 3033,
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take thein to K. C.
Rose 3a9 South Third Street. I have
the nicest line cf samples for tints
in the dty. Saha made to order.
A.- S. DABNEY,
--DENTIST—
Trusbftwt
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
too NORTH FIFTH STREIT
Both Phones gm
Office boors I to to
p. m. and 7 to 9 p.
0. D. Schmidt,
EXCURS' (MS
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to leneessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
gocd rooms. ete. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to Jaa.
Kuger, superintendent; •Frank L.
Brown, agent.
J. K. HENDRICK. J. G. MILLER
WIC MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble. •
LAWYERS
Rooms ta and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 t-a Broadway.
Practice in all the oeurts of the tr
state., Both phones as.
• 
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-band
fiStAn2es aqd
Ftirr2ithre.
Buy anything and sell everything.
• 111-2 ao Court street. Old phone 1316.
Clem Fransioli,
Moving wagon in connect's&
E. H. PURVEAR,
ALTTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rotmie 5 and 6 Register Building.
5ir3 s-s Broadway, Padocah, Ky.
New Pbo-ie 49e.
SPECIALTIES:
PitadrittIng of Titles,
fithertiesee, CoeperatIon
Real Seats Law.
and
7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY
Attorney-at-Law.
ROMS ts andi le Colombia Building.
Old Phone tog.
_a
FLOURNOY & REED
Architect and Seperintendent. LA WY F. RS.
so' Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone es.
Paducah, KasiockA
S. W. Arnold ,
/lie real estate agents, hes Itygeas
worth of city property for sale sed
thirty-fere farma: also three safee.
Mousey for rent
Telephone, old. Mg.
Taylor (i•Lucas,
LAWYERS.
Roth Phones 695—Rooms s03 and au,
p.
Fraterity Building.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at- Law,
Room No. 5, Columbia Building,
Dr. B. B. OriffiCh
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Bdth phone 088 at the office, both
phones sao at residenc. Office hours
7 to 0 a. tn.: to p. M.,. 7 to g p. m.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence og6 Office su
D. 0. U'ARK,A
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
PADUCAH, KY.
General Practlee.
ao8-ste Fraternity Banding.
Ofisie also Park Bid's, Mayfit4c1 111y.
Subearibe for THE REGISTER.
Rooms to, it and Is. Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH. KY.
1
,1. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
Dr. B. 1', Nall
Office with Dr-. Rivers & Rivers, tie
• Nowt hIrlfth, Both Phone 355.
ilasidence 1041 Clay, Old Phone dos
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAW t
Will practice in all courts of Ken-
tucky and Millais.
D. Sidney Smitibfi
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank irnd Trust
Co., 306 Broadway,
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 3o6 Broadway—Phone
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone iag.
130.
office phoue air, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 2o4-6 Fraternity Building.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
06'rEOPA1'IIPC PHYSICIAN
Phone 196, eoo t-I itroaffiley.
PADUCAH, KY.
Dry Hot Air Baths given when bia
&abed.
-
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NEXT CONGRESS WILL HAVE
TO FACE TARIFF PROBLEM-.
"WHAT WILL. BE DONE?" IS THE QUESTION WITH POLITI-
CIANS AND BUSINESS MEN—IOWA CONSIDERED STORM
CENTER IN THE WEST—REPUBLICAN PARTY IS DI-
VIDED BETWEEN THE REVISIONISTS AND THE
"STAND-PATTERS."
•
i .Wiashington, Ott. 27.—What will ties considered by the senate unless
congress do with the tariff? Where- i the preeidlent first negotiates them
ever public queeticere are discussed, and sendls themi there. The • initia-
by politicians or business men, this tive is with him. But if he should
query is uppermost, and the an-1 had himself saike to makie such trea-
swere are varied That the issue is ties the senate, I am sore, would not
1one that the Re-publkan party must ratify them unless it was 'found on
grapple with is universal e believed examination of their provisions that
Bpt "When?" and "Hlowr are prob- they did not seriously injure any tine
lents before wihicli the wisest and portant American industry. The pfat-
most far-seeing stand in doubt. form on which. President Roosevelt
Mlost of the Republican leader was elected so declared, and 514a. not
. i who are frank enough to express iningine he maenad disregard that de-
their views on the subject are op- claratiorr in negotiating such a trea-
posed to tinktering with the tariff at ty, and if he didl I know the senate
thistiine. Some of them are not dyed-
in-the-wool stand-patters, either,
but they declare that it would be fol-
ly to dieturb good businevs condi-
tions by agitating the question. In
the face of these opponents the men
' with vote, in congress who l'avor re-
viiiion are inclined to keep their
views to themselves.
e
a farm. Of mune the standeatters
ham been: trying to brush this re-
spomeibility aside. On their side
*ley essert that the advocates of reci-
procity and revision are really free
trader, in diesruise and have no place
in the Republican party, nor any
4 right te ask that party to help them
',Put throne., their schemes, publicans united on the tariff ques-
W . Views on Fairbanks tion. While a large section of thei Speaking at the opening of the country follows Gov.. Curranins' es-ip„,hio Republican campaign, Vice pound of revisioa, an equal if riot
President Fairbanks said more nornerous elerlen it s satisfied
"A Repubbean congrese will read- to let well enough alone and is al.just tariff schedules whenever. such Ogre& with the stand-patters. Sen.
readijintenent is eseential to premerve ator Jonathan P. Doikvar expressedthe integrity ti4 the system and to their position recently when he said:maintain the law in wileakaame over- "The protective tairiff syeenn isa
scion. Cbarere wilt not he made for the eatablished policy of the coteety.the mere sake of change or to pro- I think it probabk that, seeing the
mote free trade, whose disastroue ef- bitterness engendered i n variousfeet. we well understand. An adjust- pacts of the country by she agitation
met* of duties will
 be tiode respon- of•the tariff queetion and consider-
sive to a sound economic demand. 'mg the 'conflict of selfish interestsWhenever rsch demand exists con- which would be likely to take thegrew, will in a wise and patriotic way stage as soon as, the question camegive effect to it. It will not proceed stp. the president is not disposed toin a manner to distru-b and unsettk, take the risk of either the businessbut tnmeintain the stability of coin- distorbances which sometimes fol-
mercial conditions. The eject will low tariff legistation or Of the polit-be considered, not in a narrow and ical distorbances which might costtechineal spirit, hot in a broad way, las adeninifteation its majority in thehaving in view the large common house of representatives. .good 
"It might be desirahle to 0rt0 con-Let well enough alone,' is a well- tress to enact a mittimenn tariff pro-/ warn phrase, yet it poseesees virtue. tective in character, leaving to theWhen business conditions are time- president the right, within limits, to
mailed, when both labor and capital raise it as a weapon of retaliation
Are generally and profitably employ- against our commercial enemies;ed, it it not the part of wisdom to though there is grave doubt of therevolutionize political parties."
• Senator Foraker Talks
Senator Foraicer of Ohio, a can-
didate for the presidency in twit,
speaking from the sarrne platform
discussed tariff revision and reci-
procity a. follows! .
"Stioner or later there will be re- friendly tee us Such a torberne wouldvision, of the teriff. for the Reoubii- leave every schedule uncertain fromcan party, while unalterably CAM: Month to month and feoin s year tometed to protection, is not wedd Tear, and the protective value of eudhe to echedlules and will not hesitate to a taciff would be frittered away inIntake chhttges in rates when changed the unstable businese conditions itconditions make it necessary, to do would create.
so. There are no doubt some duties . Ilig Interests at Workthat can be changed now, with re- "The reciprocity treaties were de-smiting Ihenefit, if nothing more were kited not by the activity of. one 'in-to be considered, than the indentry terest, or twn but the cotnibined in-to be affected but weien we touch the fluence of al the industrial enter-tariff' we touch the bminess of the prises affected by all the heathy.
"tfholt country, and therefore should Nave if a few industrial interestsnot enter upon such a work upon were able by combinetion to nullifyslight cause, but rentemberinw that the work of Mr. !Casson, what isall existing conditions trivet be con- likely to be the fate of a proposition%fleeted when any kind of tariff aegis- which leaves every protective indus-lation is enacted, try of the country in a state of cairien-
. "There can be no reciprocity tree- k uncertainty as to whet its tariff
would not ratify or approve his ac-
tion in doing no. Reciprocity, then,
should be confined to non-competing
products and to such products as are
able to stand a reduction of duties
without injury to the industry that
produces them. Each treaty TISIASt,
therefore, be tried on its own merits,
according to its own pravisions—and
for that reason no one can tell inIn the Republican party there 15 a
advance what will be done in anygrowing demand for a revision in
some of the higher tariff schedules. Particular case.
This is noticeable chiefly in the Mid- If we are to saeret<e the pnatee-
. tion of any one industry to securedie West, although considerable sen
Resent of that description is develep- larger markets abroad for some other
ing even in New England'. But bind of American products, it will
"Down East" they call it Canadian he difficult to sihow wity we should
reciprocity, ad if the aeaassoosaaasa not dispense with protection AS to all
manufacturers were given a chance to
Os extend their businese into the do-
minam the chances are they would
4 not care how much tariff revision the
west had.
4 Iowa Is the Storm Canter
Iowa is considered the storm cen-
ter of tariff agitation in the west, if
not in the. entire country. Gov. Cum-
mins is the promulgator of the "Iowa
Idear which is causing the Republi-
can party so [mice worry. By the
Republicans who believe the time has
come when the tariff could be scaled
illovnt without endangering either
American labor or the American
market Gov. Catmint is considered
a progressive statesman, broad
enough and brave enough to contents
• I plate the poseibilty of cutting /nose
from his party to carry out a princi-
ple. By the opponents of tariff revi-
sion the Iowa governor is looked
upon ae s clever politician who hopes
to ride into enlarged power on a pop-
4 vier movement.
The Chicago eecipencity °morn-
tion held in August. gave a great
impetus to the tariff agitation. Its
enanagers centered their attack on
the Republicans by claiming that
tbeetavere Repel:kit-arm and expected
the fltrty in power to Initiate the re-
44
$ 
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and thus go at once to free tirade or
a purely revenue tariff, the folly of
Which has been denwsnotreted as
often as the experiment has been
tried.
"The dIfFiculty about agreeing
about reeprocity in competing pro-
ducts was demonstrated when the re-
cent recipaocity convention. aseene•
bled in Chicago. The delegates were
chiefly prominent business men, rep-
resenting the different sections of the
country and almost every kind of
industry. ' Every man of them was
enthusiastically in fame of reciproteal
treaties that reduced duties at the ex-
of somebody else, but all alike
were opposed to all treaties that re-
duced duties on products that coms
peed ere& their respective prodnc-
(ions. The result was a virtual
abandonment of reciprocity, except
in non-competitive products, aro the
substitution of a proposition to have
a maximum and a minimum tariff,
which is not new but has been under
consideration in a tentative way for
several years.
"What will be ultimately decided
on with respect to it cannot be fore-
told, but it can be regarded as set-
tees, that no important changes, if
any at all, are likely to be made in
the tariff by treaties of any kind; cer-
tail* net for the :escrow of increas-
ing tan era:twice and that we must in
consequence find, some other way
than by reciprocity to mate up our
deficit."
Senator Dollivar's. View.
"Not even In Iowa are the Re-
wisdom of that. But it will require
a good deal of persuasion to induce
congress to fix a maximum at point
of protection and give over to the
president the right, within limits, to
reduce it by vahrielate or retail in
favor of countries commercially
LITTLE ONE
ONE SOLID SORE
Covered With Scales and Scabs
From Head to Foot—Doctors and
All Other Remedies Fail — Skin
Now Smooth and Clear.
ANOTHER WONDERFUL
CURE BY CUTICURA
Writing under date of Sept. 7, 1904;
Mrs. Mattie Shaffer, of Cumberland,
Miss., says: "Some time ago I or-
dered and received your wonderful
Cuticura Remedies, which I used on
my little afflicted babe with wonder-
ful results. I had tried many other
remedies without any benefit what-
ever, and Cue:kiln came to the rescue
when my doctors and ell other rem-
edies bad failed. One doctor pro-
nounced it scrofula, the other eczema.
The little one was one solid sore, with
scales and scabs from head to foot,
when I started using enticing' Soap
and Ointment. The result was won-
derful, and now my baby's face and
body are (smooth and dear."
(Signed) Mrs. Mattie Shaffer.
THE DUTY OF MOTHERS
At the First Sign of Disfiguring
Humors is to Use Cuticura.
Every child born. into the world
with an inherited tendency to tortur-
ing, disfiguring humors nf the Skin
and Scalp, becomes an object of the
most tender solicitude, not only be-
cause of its suffering, but because of
the dreadful fear that the disfiguration
is to be lifelong and mar its future
happiness and prosperity. Hence it
becomes the duty of mothers of such
afflicted children to acquaint them-
selves with the beet, the purest, and
most effective treatment available,
viz.: the Cuticura Treatment, consist-
ing of warm baths with Cuticura Soap,
and gentle anointing, with Cuticula
Ointment, the great Skin Cure. Cures
made in childhood are speedy, per.
inanent, and economical.
canoe sow. Olodo.00l, sad PlAo is. sold tbroodbooll
Itezorld. re ov same 1• a alma. Cusp.,Swoon, sasarssee tis - ape ose imagoes nesasse
rate is likely to be from one day to
another? It may be possible to find
some way out of this diriculty, but
we will find it hard to get over the
idea, long a maltase in the industrial
world that stability and certainty are
necessary to the health anti strength
of out affairs.".
•
Romance of the Ring
In many lands and through many
agey a ring has/teen the sa-mboi
allarri age. Ilan fOltS are seldom
much in love with antiquities; but
here is an exception to the rube, for
there are few things older than the
veeckling-ring, and in it young people
have not yet boet their interest. There
has been much outcry against rings
I political, but here is the all-dominat-
ing, aleattrilbtive, most influential of
mergers, and of all combinatione the
hardest to break.
Finger-rings have been used as or-
naments from the earlist times.
There is a Greek story of the ori-
gin of their use. Jupiter claimed
I Prometheus to a rock in the Can-
cases, where a vulture preyed on his
-liver, which grew again each night.
I After 2500 years bf this very
ichronic liver trouble,, Jupiter • re-
peated him, but Ordered he should
wear on his fleeter an •irOn ring, hay-
ing attached to it a piece of the rock,
so that the deity might keep his oath
of perpetual imprisonment. s
Hence the use of rings of metal
with jewels. Ring, seem to have
'been among the first trinket* given
and prized. They were token, of
trust, insignia of conwnand, rank, and
honor, pledges of faith and alliance.
They have also been badges of servi-
tude, illustrating the proverb that ex-
trenws meet.
Pharaoh gave his ring to josejah, in
toiken of delegated authority. The
oldest rings now in existence came
from Egypt, having been originally
placed on the fingers of the dead The
most interesting ringein the world, at
least to antiquarians, is the ring of
Cheops', .gho built the great pyra-
mid It ie of fine gold, weighing
about the same as three five-dollar
gpid-piece.
In early Roman tithes the ring was
worn on the fourth finger of the left
hand, from a belief/ that a vein
tweed from it direct to the heart.
GROWTH IN RAILROADS
Increase of Lora Miles During Past
Year, Says Poor's Manual
LIBERAL GIFT
ST LOUIS WOMAN WILL ES-
TABLISH 4 NOVEL
SCHOOL.
Millions for Training of Mind, Soul
and Body and Study of Psychic
Phenomena.
St. Louis, Oct. 27.—If the plans of
Mrs. Charles F. Joy, wife of the form
t-r St. Louis congressman, are carried
out, a $t,000,000 univee.lity, of) which
the object will be the study of occult
and psychic phenomena, the human
soul, and all the arts, and sciences of
the "new O. ought" not recognized by
establisfied schools, will be puilt over
looking the Pacific,) near Santa Bar-
bara, Cal. In addition to the univer-
thy, Mrs Joy proposes to es 'sh a
see:ological colony, where t . ience
of life and the laws, duti•-s a sPoll
sibilities of parenthood will ' stud-
ied.
A site overlooking the Pacific near
Santa Barbara, Cal., for the school,
and 20,000 acre ‘ in Arizona for the
culony have been offered for the in-
stitution When the time arrives, MTS.
Joy says, she does not fear the funds
will not be forthcoming.
"The age of prejudice and bigotry
is fast passing away," said Mrs. Joy
last night, "and the word is willing
to be informed o: what really is mer-
itorious. This its the foundation upon
whicli the .ichool will be established.
. "My plan is to bring about the
founding of a university in which the
greal trinty—the human soul, mind
and body—will be properly trainee,
each in conjunction with the other,
and not the sacrifice of one by ignor-
ing the other, as now too largely pre-
vails.
"It is intended the new school will
be a twentieth century institu-
tion for the unprejudi.ced discovery of
every power of nature available for
the benefit of man. It will make a
.cientific investigation of all so-called
psychic phenomena, and will stimulate
the invention of mechanical instru-
ments capable of registering psycho-
physical forces.
"I believe that under the progress
possibly such a university the time
will come when we shall be able to
furnish scientific proof of the exist
etwe of the soul, proof of which is
yet lacking."
New Yr•rk, Oct. 27.—Advance
sheets of "Thoor's Manual of Rail,-
roade," wench will be issued Novertu-
bee r, give the length of steam rail-
roads; in the United State. on Decem-
ber 3r, 1004, as 212,344 miles, a netincrease of 5.014 miles in time year.
The 'heaviest consteeetinn of She year
was in the southwestern group of
states in which no less than
miles were built, Missouri having toits credit 4r8 miles, Arkansas a6a
Colin-ad) 747 miles, New %m-ica less than one mile. Indian Ter-
"awry 26o miles. and Oklahoma Ter-
r
itory 279
Groot earnings increased $68.780.-887 in Iwo over rho earnings of tem,
or about 3.06 per cent.
Filipino Wedding
Illinois Central Railroad
TIME TABLES
Corrected Aug. aand, 1e05.
South Bound.
Leave Cincinnati 
Leave Louisville 
Leave Owensboro 
Leave Horse Branch 
Leave Central City 
Leave Nortonville 
Leave, Evansville 
Leave Hoplcinsville 
Leave Princeton 
A.reive Pedneah 
Leave Paducah 
Arrive Fulton 
Arrive Gibbs, Tenn. 
Arrive Rives 
Arrive Jackson 
Arrive Memphis 
Arrive New Orleans 
— 
—
North Bound,
Leave New Orleans 
Leave Memphis 
Leave Jackson, Tenn. 
Leave Rives 
Leave Gibbs 
Leave Fulton 
Arrive Paducah 
Leave Paducah 
Arrive Princeton 
Arrive Hopkinsville 
Arrive Evansville 
Arrive Nortonville 
Arrive Central City 
An-lye Horse Branch 
Arrive Owensboro 
Arrive Louisville •
Arrive Cincinnati 
A wedding in the Philippines is
like a scene from a comic opera. The
bride was a soft-eyed, plump beauty,
with a skin like brown velvet. Her
white muslin gown would have
passed muster in New York, and she
wore a veil of costly and delicate
pina gauze aehlth would have turned
an American bride elect green with
envy. Several necalaces were bung
around her neck. alhile bangles load-
edi her wrists, and her fingers were
stiff with gold and silver rings.
Long tables made of planks on
empty barrels and guiltless of linen
were spread under the trees in the
front yard, as it was too hot to eat
indexes, also the house was not near-
le large enough to accommodiate the
guests,, Directly over the bridle's ta-
ble a magnificent fire-tree dropped its
flaming blossom! .
Every kind of native dish was
there, and many imported, but the
chief delicacy was considered to be
canned corn beef, which occupied the
place of honor usually accorded to
the wedding-cake in other countries.
and was flanked byionion omelet and
barn and eggs. Other cliches were
chicken fried in' cocoanut-oil, dried
fish made in a kind of stew with
rice, potatoes and red pepper enough
to raise it to the rank of a curry.
Caribou steaks, jam, honey, various
kinds of sweet cakes, cocoanuts in
the shell and wine—much wine—cone
pleted the menu. While the feast
was in progress the bens scratched
industriously •under the tables, and a
bold rooster flew up among the
plates, pecked at a few stray crumbs,
and crowed until driven off.
The marriage was performed by a
very fat priest, 'who wore a suit of
bright-red calico under his flowing
robe's, the wind blowing threitigh
open doors and windows lifting his
vestments and revealing the inept,-
gruous attire beneath.
The .ceremiony was followed by the
supper, and that in turn by dancing,
the music being furnished by a harp
anca piano. After supper a man and
a woman entered and canoed much
'merriment by singing impromptu
verses about the guests, introducing
each one by name and accompanying
theneselws on mandoline Spanish
fandiangoee were danced, also the
sopirited yotas, which is like a con-
stantly shifting kaleidoscope when
danced by girls weating dresses of
the rainbow
-colored native cloth. The
bride'a mother did a skirt-dance and
did it well, deepite her feety odd
aa-ao oat eaelupeis. The festivi-
ties were kept up until long after
dayhreak.
The Ste:intl. Theater, London, has
been bought by the Great. Northern,
Piccadilly & Brompt on Railroad
rompany, which intends to use the
site as a "tube" statior. In London
the underground railroads have to
buy their station and entrance and
exit sites.
No. zox
8:20 a.m.
12:20 p.m.
3:4o 
p.m.
3:55 P.m.
4:37 P.m.
5:25 p.m.
fi:an p.m.
6:45 p.m.
7'55 P.m.
8:31 p.m.
8:39 P.M
10:30 p.m.
11:oo a.m.
No. 102
7:10 pin.
6:5o a.m.
9:42 a.m.
948 a M.
10:10 a.m.
xi:20 11..M.
11:25 &M.
12:39 Ili.
3:50 mil
6:25 p.171
1:28 p.m.
2:05 p.m.
300 p.m.
4:55 pan.
5:35 p.m.
9:13 P.m ,,
No. 103
6:oo p.m.
9:40 P.m.
6:30 p.m.
123)8 axe
1:03 a.m.
1.:40 a.m.
4:40 p.m.
2:27
3 40
3:45
4:50
5:17
5:23
8:15
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a. in.
a.m.
a.m.
a.tre
a.m.
4
No, 121
7:25a.m.
he :one . rm.
x :05a.m.
x2:3op.m.
x :28a.m.
8:30aent
:20a.m.
2:35P.m.
4:15P-m-
4:aop.m.
6:oop.m.
8:30p.m.
No. roe
9:15 am.
8:50 p.m.
moo p.m
tr:58 p.m
9:15 p.m
12:35 a.m.
:48 3 ca-min.
3:01 am.
a M.
93:::450 m51 
am.
a.m.
8
5:13141:5:::55170 
am.
50
No. 122
6 -coa.m.
7 :aoa..m.
7:5oarn.
9:29a.m.
to:35a.m.
:30a.M.
12:55p.tn.
4:55Pan-
4:55P:m.
ST. LOUIS DIVISION.
(North sound.)
No. 306.
Lv. Paducah.... 12 :aop.m.
Ar. Carbondale.. 4:25p.M.
Ar. Chicago 
 5:30a.m.
Ar. St. Louis 
 8:05p.m.
No. 374.
4:20P-m•
8:40P.m.
8:o5affn.
7:08a.m.
(South Bound.)
No. 305.
Lv. St. Louie.... 7 :45a.m.
Lv. Chicago. .. . 2 :5oa.m.
Lv. Carbondale. II :4oaan.
Ar. Paducah— . 3:35P-m-
No. 375.
9 :40P.m•
6:2op.m.
7 :o5a.m.
Ix xioa.rn.
CAIRO-HOPKINSVILLE LINE.
(North Bound.) (South Bound.)
101-201 135-835 122-822 1366836
Lv. Hopkineville xi:2oa.m. 6 sjoa.m. Lv. Chicago.... 6:2op.m. :45a.m.
„ .Lv. Princeton.. 2 :p.m.7:45a.m. Lv. at. LOUIS .. 0:40p m. 2:150.M.
As, Paducah.... 4:15p.m. 9:25a.m, Lv. 6:ooa.m. 6:20p.m.
Lv. Paducah.... 7:00p.m. teacia.m. Ar. Paducah..,. 7a.m. Snop.m.Ar. Cairo 
 8:35p.m. :10a .m. Lv. Paducah.... 7 :5oaan. 8:1 sem.Ar. St. Louis 
 7:08aan. 5:00p.m. Ar. Princeton .. seastaan.kr. Chicago 
 
8:05a.tri. 9e30p.m. Ar. Hopkinsville 
 ii:oopret.
Trains marked thus (r) run daily except Sunday. All other trains rundaily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and 102 sleepers between Louisville,
Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Sot and 822 sleepers between Paducah
and St. Louis. For further information, address
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Paducah, Ky.
GEO. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
JOHN. A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chit-ago, Ill.
C. C. M'CARTY, D. P. A.. St. Louis, Mo.
Special \ Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE FUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDlea TO MATCH
FOR THE WALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARE- SELLING AT 6 CENTS ?ER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY aVsc PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DFoSIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT sc, roe, 15c, 20C
AND UP TO a3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL FFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIE1.-e,ABLY
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGialD BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS AN
JAPANESE 'FIBRE, ALL COLOR S. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADINCM, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. :ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 SOUTH THIRD ST, PADUCAH, KY
MAITIL, LINO & CO.
Subscribe for The Register4 fi
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BILIOU
TAKE A
BILE CAPSULE.
MANUFACTURED ONLY ATjilryln [EONS
\ DRUG STORE.
Saturday Morning, Oct. 28, loos. •
LOCAL NEWS
Mrs. E. L. Vslicitesides, osteopath,
tfiog 1-2 Broadway; Phones, Old 14,34
.and New 76t.
Blue Points at Ragan's Cafe today,
i ant_ "WS., iNitptil phone 006.-•Reck.,-
-Nos John Sherwin entertainede i
few friends with a stag social last
evening at.. his home on Sixth and
Monroe streets, complimentary to the
st7th anniversary of his birthday.
—Today the physician will remove
• the stitches taken in sewing up the
wounds of Capt. Joe. 'Woods, who
was cut last week by John Hobson.
.he doctor says he will be able to
iattend the trial which is set for Mon-
day in the police court.
—In addition to ttte five bankruptcy
cases mentioned in another column,
4eieree Rigby will today, 'sviien be
s to Murray, take up' in ariklitiossrde proceedings of Wand C. DuncanC. H. Redden. 
,
---The Paducah lhaveling Men'S
Carnival association meets tonight to
wind up the fussiness incurred by
their fall festival
—1.fr. Clyde CoZperr4i confined at
his home on South Ninth with a se-
vere attack of chills and fever.
,.. —.Mr. I. D. Wikoxx is preparing
bis residence as Sixth and Kentuky
avenue for his occupancy, and wilt
shortly resume housekeepiug, Mr. C.
L. Van Meter has been oecolfying the
home for several years, but has
moved to a new home.
MACHINISTS TAKE NOTICK.
- You are 'hereby notified that at the
meeting of I A. of ht. held Friday
night, °etcher 27, a motion was
adopted to fine every memiber of the
body $2.50 for ricking. on Paducah
itibet thin during the present strike.
•- 'A. J. 'BAMBERG, Rec. Sec.
W. L. ROSE, gin. Sc.
Wk..have ern tO sell—you want
'em-5-A Plush Robes, $250 to $to.
Powell-Rogers Co.
ABOUT THE PEOPLE
Mr. Charle, Q. C. Leigh leaves
next Monday for Louisville and other
points on business.
Mr. E. Rehkopf yesterday returned
st noon foam a business trip to Mem-
phis, where his branch store ii lq
cated.
Mr. Matt Carney, ofl Chicago, re-
termed home last evening after cbm-
ing here to attend the marriage of his,
sister, Miss Elizabeth Carney, the
first of this week,- to Mr. J. Evan
Cassell. •
Mr. Ed P. Noble and bride yea.ter-
day reached New York on their wed-
ding trip and are at the Waldorf-
Astoria.
Deputy U. S. Marshal George Satin
ders returned from a trip to Fulton,
Clinton and other points.
htis Gotdie Perryman, accompan-
ied by Willie Perryman, leaves -this
morning for Cairo to attend air ele-
gant entertainment tonight. They
will return tomorrow.
'Marshal William McCullotn, of
Kuttawa; has returned home after a
trip here.
Dr. J. Victor Viaris will today re-
turn from Tiffin, Ohio, where he was
called by the fatal illness of his step-
father, Rev. 0. V. W. Chanaller.
Mir. Ed Drennan and ve4f0 are here
ISflurphysboro, Ill., for a visit
rnr next week go to New Mexico to
locate. He has been in the commis-
sion business; at Miurphysboro.
Messrs Sam Puckett and Lee Don-
aldson, of Dexter, are visiting Mb. ML
0. Walston, of Mechanicsburg.
Miss Lorena Graham is here from
Benton foroa visit.
Mr. J. M. Jones, of Chicago, is in
the city visiting his cousiin. M. Clyde
Cooper, of South Ninth street.
Mrs. Ben Burnett today leaves for
,Paris, Term., to join her husband,
who went there sonic days ago to lo-
cate and enter the grciVery hesiness.
Mk. Lon Dirigiud dead wife; or
Hickman, Ky., are visiting the family
of Attorney Duigiud, of West Broad-
y.
Mir. Wm Tharpe has come heft
from Wickliffe and focatedt
Mfr., kaftan suck and wife have
granIngoltape Girardeau, Mo., to lo-
cate .
Mr. A. E. Arnold and wife are vis-
iting in Benton, Ky. •
-:1EC t Black yesterday went
ngs,• Ill., for a sojourn
Mrs. James Foster has returned
Man visiting in Benton, while Mira
Cec_iReedl has gone there for a visit.
*Mt...T. Miller, the piano dealer,
retnrudi yesterday from Fulton and
other we Kentucky points where he
has been on business.
Mai Aieck Craig is here from
Lopisville on a drumsning trip. Ht
was fort ganizer for the Ohio
VaDey I ertirit ilarociation,
which meets next moth at Caairo.
Miss Sallie Thomas returned yes-
terday to her home in Louisville after
visiting here.
Mk T. A. Pedley, the Owensboro
theater man. is in the city and it is
YOU ARE IN VITED TO A
Free Demonstration
aliaie:Adro"
OF
Cheek-Neal Coffee Company's
Maxwell House Blend Coffee
'TIS RICH IN FLAVOR. 'TIS CHARMING AND A HEALTH
PROMOTING BEVERAGE; A DRINK THAT WILL NOT INEBRI-
ATE. IT SOOTHES AND COM FORTS THE AGED AND NERVES
THE ARM OF THE WARRIOR I N BATTLE. COME, TASTE
AND SEE. ALL THIS WEEK AT
L. B. ODilvie & Co
328-330-332 BROADWAY.
IT IS A BLEND OF THE FIN EST COFFEES GROWN. A RARETREAT—TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT.
I lb SEALES AIR TIGHT CANS 35c 3 lb CANS $1.00
BAKER, ECCLES & CO DISTRIBUTORS
CLARK'S SPECIAL
25c Sale
SATURDAY, OCT. 28
3 packages clean Currants for. 
.252 packages Fancy Raisins for ..25#
2 Cakes Baker's Premium Choco.
late 250
4 Cakes Baker's • German Sweet
Chocolate 25e
tb Can Baker's Breakfast Co-...
coa for 25tv, lb Can Huyler's Cocoa for 25t
3 tbs. Fancy Black Prunes for.  25
2 lbs. Fancy Red Prunes for 25#
3 tb Can California White Cher-
ries for 
2 caps Little Fellow Brand Peas re
3 lb Can Selected White Aspara-
-41150gus for 
3 tbs Mince Meat or 
2 Packages Maple Plaice for ...
3 Par Quaker Roll Oats. .25e
2 Pacja Grape Nuts for —25(
8 Bars S t Pride Soap for —250
3 Cans New York Merit Corn ..25e
2 lb s. Fancy Dry Roast C,offee.25(
7 lba. Navy Beans for 
2 tbs. Wafer Crackers for
I 40c Bottle Fancy -Queen
Olives 2.51/`2 tbs. Cherry or Blackberry Jarn25e
6 tbs New York Buck Wheat
Flour 
 
 2503 Packages Nabisco Cakes Oar  25(
Quart of Heintz Sweet Picidas- 250
said he is here to see tt he cannot get
control of the local playhouse and in-
clude it in the chain of theaters he
conducts over the country.
Mks. J. R. Thompson, of Union
City. .Tenn., left yesterday for Me-
tropolis, after visitirig Mrs. Leonard
Janes. Next week she retuhis, ac-
companied by Mrs. Joseph Pomba, of
Metropolis, both to be guests of Mrs.
Janes.
Detective T. J. Mloore yesterdiy
went up the Louisville division of the
the I. C. on business.
Mr. James Utterheck and wife yew
terday went to Hopkinsviiir ter visit.
Mrs. Tannic Presnell and son have
returned from visiting in Livingston
county.
M. J. T. Sanders last night went
to San Antonio. Texas, for his hea)th.
vir. Raymond Gilbert. of Golconda.
is visiting his uncle, Mr. Frank Dunn,
of Trimble street.
lasses Hattie Settle and Courtie
Puryear have returned from Nasis.
vilite, Tenn.
Money in limber Laude.
Fortunes have bean made and can
candy be made today by buying' Ar-
kansas rich river bottom lands, hews
ily covered with timber, ats notniladi
price, holding the land ins a iree'Yellall
and then selling the timber at twine
the price the land and timber both
cost and then have the land cleared
and sell it for five tinsel the original
purchase price end Souiretienes ten
times, the tont. Ws Astra/la ;110•9210-
tion of this kind lb. ii.facroitans of
land in Arkaneros at on& $3.50 per
ace!. One-third cash, balance i and 2
years, at 6 per cent. This land when
clear will rent for $5.00 par acre per
year. Full particulars on request.
EDGAR W. W /11TTEMORE REA L
ESTATE AGENCY.
Fraternity building. Both phones 835.
Woodmen of the World Go to Hin-
kleville Sunday.
All Woodmen are expected to meet
at Olive camp Sunday morning, Oct.
29th. at 8:39 o'clock. to attend un-
veiling of Hinkleville. Camp uniform
rank will attend in a body. C.
train will stop ateBroadway, where
tickets can be pureharred. Arrange-
ments have bee, made- for a big bar-
becue and all Woocknerk are request-
ed to attend. Fraternally.
OLIVE CAMP NO. 2,
J. G. Rekhopf, C. C.
JERSEY CAMP NO. to.
Martin Yopp, C. C. •
Masonic Notice.
Paducah Council, No. 33, R. & S.
., will meet Mondoy night. October
at 730 o'clock sharp, to confer
the cryptic degrees.
JAS WILHELM, Masten.
CHAS. HOLLIDAY, Recorder.
Genuine $400 Bargain.
3-roorn house. nearly new; so ft.
lot. Whittemore', West End adidition.
too cash, $Too fess than cost. Ownerhad special-48mm for selling,
Whittemore's Real Estate Agency,
Fraternity' Bldg.; both phones 835.
The emperor of Japan entertained
two thousand naval officers on the
27th in Tokio.
POPULAR WANTS
FOR SALE—On North Sixth and
Boyd, one 4 and one 5 room house.
Inquire 1018 Trimble street.
POR RENT—Furnished room
within three blocks of Fourth and
Broadway. Ring old phone 613
-4.
FOR SALE—Several pieces of ma-
hogany library furniture, also hard
coal stove. Apply at 227 North
Ninth street. •
FOR RENT—Two cottages; one
5 rooms, one 6 rooms; miodern con-
viencies. Adams street between Fifth
nd Sixth. Apply on premises.
FOR 'RENT—Five-room cottage,
all modern conveniences, bath, eke-
tric lights and gas. House' is "five
minutes' walk from -Fourth and
Broadway. Apply 524 North Fourth.,
SHOT AT WAITER
JAKE HUTSON TOOK CRACK
AT ED BAYLOCK, BOTH
COLORED.
Shooting Happened in Kitchen of
Hotel at Fifth and Jefferson
Streets Last Evening.
Coosiderable easitement was occa-
sioned fast evening about 7 o'clock
among the guests in the dining hall
of Hotel Craig, irr The Wilhelm, at
Fifth and Jefferson streets, by the
load explosion of a revolver in the e
kitchen, followed by a wild deal
through the crowded dining hall by rileSSIFErat 
Ed Barlock, one of the colored wait-
ers. The frightened guests did not
'know what was coming, and there
was a general rising and scramble
from the tables to get out of harnie
way. Jake Hutson, formerly steward:
at the hotel, freed the shot, at Bay-
lock.
4,541656.M545416141*14141(4*
For Autos and Carriages
Newest) Styles
Handsomest, Patterns \ kb44gi
 Chase,t Best, Grades "Stroock"
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FOURTH AND JEFFERSON.
 
AIM
Nowhere in Paducah
DO YOU FIND SUCH BARGAINS IN GUITARS AS ARE OFFERED
AT
HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPARTMENT
A BIG ASSORTMENT TO SELECT FROM.
Think of a solid Oak Guitar for $29511!? WHAT DO YOU
THINK OF THIS? We will furnish you a fine guitar or mandolin
and a"coprse of 25 lessons by a fine teacher for $12.5o, payable $3.00
a month.
HARBOUR'S BOOK, DEPARTMENT.
•The dining room was crowded with
celesta when ilaylock went into the
leitghen after an order. Hutson has
been employed around the hostelry as
steward, but was discharged Thurs-
day.. He happened back in rive kitch-
en though, and he and Baylock got
into an argument, Which caused Hat-
eon to draw him gun and take a shot
at the other Baylock broke through
the swinging doors separating the
kitchen doom dining hatt and saiti
down the later reeked into the office
in getting otst of the way of the
other. The excited cocoas aN arose
at and darted here and there during
Iltsetsratia condition of Affairs. No
Witmer. than be did the Ming Hiition
skipped out liw back door and made
good has escape. \
The two darkies were at close
range at the tine, and `it is remark..
aide *at Anykkk was net strode by
the ftyleVedat& There has no one
in the leiedttit at the timejecept the
cooks and waiters and tiky seesni
averse to stating bow it came up, all
claiming they knew nothing of the
affair.
After tbr excitement the guests re
turned to their meals, while Baylook
remained waiting on them.
MISS ROOSEVELT NOT ILL.
'Arrives in New folk on Special Only
. 
Sightly Fatigued.
—.a.--
New York, Oct. '27.—The E. 11.
Harriman special train, With Mies
Alice Roosevelt on board, arrived in
Jersey City .0yeer she Erie railroad
last night at 7:45 o'clock M. Har-
riman sad the members 91 his family
left the train at Arden, N. Y., where
Mr. Harriman's country place is lo-
cated. The only members of the orig
inal Taft party who came through on
the train serene Misr Roosevelt arol
her traveling companions, Misses
Boardman and McNfillatt; Congress-
man (-Atm of New York, and' J. C.
NIcKnight. '• ...n :-.
Miss Roosevelt was driven directly
to the home of her aunt, Mrs. Doug-
tat .Robittstito 100. East Thirty-lint
street, New York, where she was to
spend the night, kering for Washin •$41
ton at 9o'clock tomorrow marrying
sufficiently rested by that time. Me.
hers of the party denied that Miss
Roosevelt had been sick during the
trip, saying she waS somewhat fa-
tigued from the lohg journey across
the conti tin&for that reason didr
not appea (-writhe train platform dur-
ing the stop at Elmira, N. Y
( Subscribe For The Register.
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USE KEVIL'S
ariotocrat flour,
•
The Very Best
Can
Flour
Buy.
That Money
• the Buffet 0
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET,
W. C. eray, Proprietor.
4 FIRE OLD WHIRLS AND WHISKIES
Everything seasonable in the eatable lint served to order. A
-fine noonday hutch for as cents.
. - 
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,S W‘
At
WRITE
YOU
C4.4<-12.
'&
OR
GO ELSEWHERE
Seri4
Central
306 Broadway,
TELEGRAPH FOR
akel cqi.
,
Business College
PADUCAH, KY.
CACTALOGUE TODAY
•
BEFORE
+++4
L.L.BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
OflIce 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385
--Residence 1696
Galvanized Rubber Roofing war-
ga t.
P
lait: 
, requires no coating or 
steep or fiat roof or over
old
par *dna Manufacturing Co., Chi-
Dr. Lillard D. Sanders has remov-
ed his office from the Trueheartbuilding to his residence, 318 South
S.isth street, opposite court house.
r.agel. . R. Davis & Bro., local
ageids. % '
5-A Horse Blairkets are. the best.
Sold by Powell-Rogers Co.
It
4
if" 4FULL LINE SASH, DOORSZPINE FLOORING AND ALL OTHER BUILDING MATERIAL. 44-
▪ • • 
.**1:
.Sherrlii•Itiussell Lumber Co. '
INCOR.PORATILD.
- Both 'Phones 295. Prompt Delivery Eleventh and Tennessee Streets.
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